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CHAPTER ONE - STUDY BACKGROUND 

The ProblemlOpportunity 

The research question for this project is: 

What are the requirements to successfully integrate a computer 
rnapping appLication with  the information management systems of 
the Victoria Police Department? 

In 1996, the Victoria Police Department approved the formation of a 

Crime Analysis Section. The role of the Crime Analysis Section is to extract, 

compile, and analyze the data from incidents collected by the members of the 

department. The processed infirmation is then disaeminated to the various 

sections and members of the police department. The researcher is an analyst 

working in the Crime Analysis Section. In establishing a Crime Analysis 

Section, the most significant challenge for the researcher was Eding a process to 

assist in the analysis of large amounts of data, to provide timeIy information to 

the police officers working in the field- 

TwentJf-four hours per day police officers collect information. This 

ongoing collection process resuIts in the compilation of s idcant  amounts of 

data regardkg the incidents police attend Ih the Iast decade, many police 

agencies have acquired cornputer-assisted records management spstems (RMS) 

and computer aided dispatch (CAD) systems to aesist in the collection, collation 

and diasemination of data The systems provide the abiIity to store and access 

incident information in an electronic: format that Ïs available on any cornputer 

workstation within the poIice fhciiity. While fhe impIementation of RMS and 



CAD have improved the storage and management of information, the current 

systems do not effectivdy meet the needs of police officers who need access to the 

stored information to perform their duties. 

One difficullty with accessing data the current information system is 

experienced by police officers returning from leave. mer an absence, an officer 

may spend a great deai of time reviewing text based reports on the areas where 

auto, property, or other crime type incidents occurred during their absence. 

Similady, officers seeking detailed information about a specifïc crime type may 

have to search through many hard copy reports or view multiple scseens of text 

based computer data before they h d  the information needed to analyze where 

particdar incidents are occurring. One potential solution identined to improve 

the abiIity of officers to meet their need to access information is the use of 

computer mapping software. 

In contrast to spending hours scanning through text-based reports, using 

a geographical format on a computer to view the stored information provides the 

officers with a visual snapshot dowing them to analyze incidents spatiaUy. For 

example, plotting the locations of auto crimes on a cornputer-generated map 

d o w s  an officer to rapidly identifg patterns or hot spot areas where high 

incidents of crimes are occurring. The Victoria Police Department Crime 

Andysis Section uses MapInfo computer mapping soRware as a means to plot 

and analyze a variety of crime types for distribution to the polics department 

membeni. Police officers receive weekly reports consbtbg of maps showing the 



locations of specinc incident types induding auto crime, break and enter, and 

other offences. 

Over the Iast two years, the Crime Andysis Section has received 

affirming comments fkom department members indicating that the mapped 

information afEords a quick and efficient means of determinlng where their 

routine patrols should be concentrated. In addition, a M e r  benefit noted by 

the members is a reduction in the amount of t h e  needed to idenw crime trends 

when using spatidy represented computer maps instead of the conventional text 

based reports. 

The benefits of computer mapping are not limited to front h e  officers. 

Access to mapped information is also essential for meeting the needs of officers 

investigating a specinc incident. With computer mapping, the Crime Analysis 

Section currently provides mapped information that d o w s  investigators to 

spa t idy  compare and anaiyze the characteristics of M a r  incidents to 

determine if there is a relationship between the events. As an illustration, 

uivestigators may request the Crime Analysis Section to query burglaries based 

upon occurrence thne, method of entry, and prope- taken. The mapped query 

resuIts codd idente suspect patterns and indicate potentid premise Iocations 

the suspect may target in the future. For an investigator, the abiiim to identify 

suspect patterns has the potentid vaIue of assisting in suspect apprehension and 

identifping links between the perpetrator and p k o u s  crimes. 

S m  to fiont IÏne officers and detecees, police supervisos as well as 

senior managers use cornputer-rnapping information fbr a nnimiber of purposes. 



'Ibo of these purposes are resource allacation and Iong term planning. For 

example, by observing the spatial representation of incidents on a computer map, 

the patrol supervisor can determine whether a particdar area of the &y 

requiras extra resources at certain times of day. As another example, senior 

managers may use mapped information to assist with long term planning 

strategies. For instance, by analyzing monthIy c a s  for service plotted on a 

computer map, managers may d e t e d e  if the existing docation of resources 

effectively meets the department's commitment tu efficiently deliver service to 

the citizens of Victoria, 

Although using computer maps has signüicantly enhanced the ability to 

access and disseminate the information housed in the department's computer 

systems, a limitation in the process is having to use a speciaüzed unit, the Crime 

Analysis Section, to provide the mapped information. As a resdt of the 

increased demand for mapped information, the Crime Analysis Section cannot 

always meet the requests of police officers in a timely manner. At present, two 

police officers and one civilian member are trained in the use of computer 

mapping software and are responsibk for distributing the mapped information to 

the department members. 

Unfortunately, the mapping software currently used in the department is 

compIex and requizes intensive training for proficiency. Wïth this in mind, the 

next Iogical step is to deveIop a user-fciendIy computer mapping application with 

minimal training requirements for use by department members. The rationde 

for developing thh type of application Îs consistent with the metaphor "Gke a 



man a fish and you feed hirn for a day; teach hÏm how to &h and you feed him 

for a lifetimen (as cited in Covey 1992, p.14). In other words, rather than having 

one or two people provide information for many members, a user-friendly 

application WU allow members to access the information themselves. 

The proposed "user accessed" computer mapping application will interface 

to the automated information management systems currently used by the 

Victoria Police Department. When implemented, the proposed application wil l  

display specinc incident types in a mapped format based on user defhed date 

and t h e  ranges. In addition to the mapped display, the application will provide 

details of each incident record in a text-based format. Taking advantage of the 

Iatest software program technology, the proposed mapping application wiU 

provide user-friendly functionality that is anticipated to reduce training time, 

and in turn increase the user's coddence in accesaing information fiom the 

existing systems. 

When pIanning for new technology it is important to involve the end-user 

in the pIwnning process since the s u c c e s s ~  integration of an application often 

depends on user support. In order to gain this support, it Îs essential that the 

users become active participants in the development and integration processes. 

There are four areas in the development and pIanning process of implementing a 

computer mapping application where user participation is essentid. First, the 

users shouid determine the viability of integrating a cornputer mapping 

application to current information systems. Second, the users muet participate 

in denning how the proposed mapping application will meet their operational 



needs. Third, it is necessary to include the users in the process of denning and 

developing the training requirements for the application. Findy, once the 

application is in place, ongoing user consultation is necessary to determine the 

areas reqiriring improvement. 

In developing an understanding of the various information needs of the 

department. it is important to have an understanding of the organizational 

structure of the department and how the various sections might use the gathered 

data. The following section of this chapter wiIl outline the organizational chart 

of the department and brieffy discuss the extemal agencies that are participants 

in the process to deveIop the proposed mapping application. 

The Organization 

The Victoria PoIice Department is an organhation consisting of 

approximately 187 sworn poIice officers and 77 civilian support staff. The 

organizational structure of the department consists of two general bureaus, 

operations, and support services. The Bureau of Operations indudes the 

Detective. Patrol, Community Policing. and T r a c  Divisions. The Bureau of 

Support Services indudes speciaIized sections that support the operational 

divisions. These resources include Forensic Idenfication, Information 

TechnoIogy, and Crime AnaIysis Sections (see appendix a). 

As indicated on the organizationd chart, within the Bureau of Operations 

(appendix a), there are approxhately f 50 police officers that rely on the 

departments automated information qwterns to perform their duties. 



Approxhately 90 of these officers work in the Patrol Division performing 

general investigative duties. These general duty officers are the k t  response 

units for c a b  received by the department, The members of the Patzol Division 

form four patrol watches that provide police seinrice 24 hours per day. These 

watches work on a 12 hour shift pattern consisting of two day shiRs then two 

night shiMs followed by four days ofleave. 

The TrafEc Division is p r h d y  responsible for providing traffic-related 

enforcement and motor vehicle accident investigation. Bicycle officers in this 

division provide directed patrols in the downtown area of the ùtg. The Detective 

Division is responsible for crime investigations, which may be more compIex and 

require signincant amounts of time to investigate. The Community Policing 

Division (CPD) is responsible for community based programs delivered through a 

collaboration of pokice officers and community volunteers. Programs delivered 

through CPD include Dnig and Alcohol Resistance Education @ARE), Auto 

CRme Prevention, and Neighbourhood Block Watch. 

Throughout the organization, the police officers working in the various 

divisions share the common bond of requiring information to carry out their 

duties. The Information Technologg (Pr) Section is responsibIe for the 

impIementation, maintenance and technicd support of the information network 

for the Victoria Police Deparhnent that provides this needed data. Other 

participants r e s p o d 1 e  for providing hfbrmation to the members of the 

department are the Communications and Records Sections. The civilian staff 

members of these sections are respoI18ibIe for cohting, entering and maintahhg 



the information couected by the operationai police officers. Within the 

department, the information network consists of approximately 100 computer 

workstations in the police building, computer workstations in two c o m m e @  

police stations, and approximtaly 25 mobile computer workstations in the police 

vehides (see appendix b)- 

In addition to providing support service to the Crime Analysis Section, 

the three person Information Technology Section staff are essential participants 

in the development process of the proposed mapping application. The systems 

analysts in the PT section will be responsible for writuig the programs needed to 

extract the information 6.om the euisting information management system for 

use in the computer mapping program. As we& this section will be responsible 

for integrating the mapping program into the existing computer network of the 

department. 

Several externd agencies and city departments are also important 

contributors and participants in the proposed mapping application project. Most 

notably, the Insupance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC) - Auto Crime 

Strategies Section, is providing a grant of appioximately sixty-three thousand 

doIIars toward the deveIopment and implementation of the proposed computer 

mapping application. Members of the Auto Crime Strategies section partiupated 

in the seIection of a vendor ta design the computer program for the Victoria 

PoIice Department- 

Two City of Vitoria departments have aIso been instrumental m 

deveIoping this project- The Engineering Mrmation Services Section provides 



essential address information used for mapping by the Crime Andysis Section of 

the police department. This address information is a critical component ui the 

development of the proposed computer mapping application. The second City of 

Victoria department supporting the project is the Supply Management 

Department. This department is respomible for assisting in the development of 

the request for proposal. the tender pmcess, and the evahation of vendor 

propos& to design the proposed cornputer-rnapping program. 

In conclusion, to effectively meet the information needs of the members of 

the Victoria Police Department, it is necessary to take advantage of new 

technologies that wiII augment the current methoàs of accessing data. One 

anticipates that the deveIoprnent and implementation of a "user accessed" 

computer mapping application will compIement the cu ren t  methods of 

information access used by the department by p r o ~ d i n g  timely and efficient 

access to the data stored in the department's computer information banks. 

Before beginning to MpIement technology change, consultation with the 

end-user is necessary. Without enlisting user participation in determining the 

viabilitJrf functionality and training requirements of the proposed application, 

successfid integration of the fina1 product is minimiir:ed. Therefore, it is essential 

that the end users of the proposed mapping application participate in the 

development, integration, and training phases of the project. 

AIthough the end-users of the proposed computer mapping application 

may be conaidered pivotai to the impIementation of new technoIogy, as the 

organizational information demonstrates, many &alcehoiders who are not 



necessarily members of the police department are essential to the project 

development. If one overlooks consideration of these extemal agencies, there 

may be no project to implement in the fîrst pIace. For example, without the 

£undhg grant fkom ICBC, the project wodd not have the hancing needed to 

proceed. With this concept in rnind, it is important at the beginning of project 

development to move outside the pRmary agency, in this instance the Victoria 

Police Department; to consult with representatives fiom each of the agencies 

involved. 

The project deliverable for this report is a request for proposal 

(RFP) to design a computer mapping software application. The following 

chapters of this report wïiI discuss the requirements to integrate the 

computer mapping application, to the stage of request for proposal, to the 

information management systems of the Victoria Police Department. 



CHAPTER TWO - LITERATURE REVIEW 

Planning to design and implement new technology within an organisation 

requires groundwork. A review of the organization'a philosophy, goals, and 

strategic objectives is an important aspect of this preparation Another essentid 

comportent ofimpIementing a project, is a review of the current Iiterature 

pertaining to the application. This chapter discusses two literature review 

components. First, a review of the organizationrs documentation, and second, an 

examination of literature discussing cornputer rnapping, technology applications 

in policing, and f ba l l y  considerations for organizational change within a police 

Review of Organization Documents 

The Victoria Police Department mission statement expresses that: 

The Victoria PoIice Department, in accordance with the Canadion 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms and in partnership with the 
comrnunÏ~ is dedicated to maintaining peace, order and public 
securiw and for preventing crime, thereby creating a safe and 
harmonioua c o ~ l ~ m u n i @ ~  PoIice Department, 1997a) 

The statement is consistent 6th the general phüosophy of poIicing that espouses 

the protection of& and property. More reeentIg, poIicing has recognized the 

importance of community participation; therefore, cohboration with various 

communi~ agencies has becorne a prÏority for police orgrinizatiom. Ideas around 

the concept of collahoration will be deveIoped Iater in this discussion. 



Over the Iast decade, the Victoria Police Department (VPD) has 

introduced a number of new computer technologies. The department's 

cornmitment to seek new and innovative rnethods ofimproving service deIivery is 

illustrated in the general goals of the Victoria Poüce Department Strategic Plan 

(Victoria Police Department, 1997b). One of the go& hduded in the strategic 

plan pertains to technology and is listed as follows, 

To enhance the Department's eEficiency, and to be in a position to 
respond to the emerging poIicing needs of the City of Victoria by 
continuing the process of planning and research needed to: 

i) identify and acquire up-to-date technology and 
equipment 

Li) make necessary operational and deployment 
imp rovements 

iü) provide essential training and technical support. 
(P- 7) 

Because of thÏs goal, a number of new technologies were implemented in the 

department. These indude, digital photography systems (prisoner bookhg 

management system), mobiIe data terminale (cornputers in the police vehides), 

and upgraded computer workstations within the police facility. These initiatives 

have helped the department meet the objectives of improving effiuency, and 

responding to emerging poIiQng needs. As Lowenthd (1994) expIains, 

"permanent adjustment is required If an organisation does not respond it will 

falI behind* (p- 1'7). RecogniPng the importance ofinnovation and permanent 

adjustment, through its stnitegïc pIamhg, the Victoria Police Department 

moves beyond didogue to the active pursuit of innovation, 

In times off5sca.L restraintF many agenQes induding poiicing have corne to 

value the benefits of collaboration. This project exemplines a cohborative 



partnership between two agencies - that of the Insurance Corporation of British 

Columbia (ICBC), and the Victoria PoIice Department. ICBC, in accordance with 

its mandate to reduce auto the& and auto crime, has deveIoped a grant program 

to provide funding for agencies developing auto crime reduction initiatives. In 

the documentation for the Auto Crime Prevention Grant Program, ICBC (1998) 

promotes a philosophy that echoes the mission statement of the Victoria Police 

Department. The ICBC documentation expIains, 

W e  know that we cannot solve the auto crime problem done. We 
recognize that comrnunity stakeholders have good ideas for crime 
prevention and we are committed to helping them ... The ICBC 
Auto Crime Prevention Grant is deaigned to support auto crime 
prevention projects planned by expert groups in the comrnunity for 
the commUIUty? (p. 3) 

The B.C. Ministry of Health, an agency with signxficant experience and 

knowledge of change processes, believes that when working with other agencies, 

one has the opportunity to reflect on the projects of others and to ask, "What are 

they doing? How is it gokig? Which strategies are effective? Could we 

collaborate?" (Mhhtry of Health, 1994, p. 17). When agencies choose to work in 

supportive collaborative relationshipa, they benefit by bdding on the knowledge 

and expertise that each agency already hoIds. 

The relationship between the Victoria Police Department Crime Andysis 

Section and The City of VictoRa Engineering Department, is an exampIe of 

another coIlaborative partnership that bene&$ the Victoria Police Department. 

The vision statement of the Engineering Department "excellence in information 

sharhg" (City of Victoria, 1998, p. 6) ie &niIar to the one of the strategk goals of 

the Victoria Police Department. Both departments share a dedication ta provide 



current and accurate information that assists others to effectively use 

information+ By providing the Crime Analysis Section with address information 

mes for the City of Victoria, the Eng inee~g  Department was instrumental to 

the initial implementation of computer mapping for the Victoria Police 

Department. As this example illustrates, inter-agency collaboration and CO- 

operation are often essential, and at times negIected, components of developing 

new programs. 

With the new addition of technology, there is a need to provide training. 

As the goal of meeting emerging police needs indicates, training is important 

when instituting new initiatives. Kowever, the Escal implications of training 

when implementing techdogy require consideration. At times, when 

introducing new technology, the need for training dismpts the daily operations of 

the department. One must then consider whether the long-term benefits of the 

technology outweigh the short-term disruption of efficiency during the training 

and implementation phase. To evduate this process one requires measurement 

indicators that reflect the objectives of the project. To date, these measurement 

indiators are not present in the organizationd documentation of the police 

department. FIowever, the City of Victoria is currently addressing this issue 

through an initiative to develop corporate performance measurement indicators. 

Review of Su pporting Literature 

To address the research question concerning the recpirements to 

successfally integrate a computer mapping application for the Victoria Police 

Department, supporting literature surroundhg three theme areas will be 



discussed. First, it is important to understand the origins of mapping, its 

evolution to the computer age, and its applications for policing- Second, 

discussion of information technology for policing and its implications are 

examined. Finally, there is discussion pertnining to considerations for change 

with respect to intmducing new technoIogy to a police organization. 

The Evolution of Mapping Technology and Police Applications 

Geograp hic Information System (GIS) technology, o therwise known as  

computer mapping, is a relatively new science. The use of computer mapping in 

police organizations could be described as being in its S a n c y  with respect to 

development. As a new science, the Iiterature avaiIabIe regarding computer 

mapping technology and its applications for policing is somewhat limited in 

scope. However, the Iast ten years have demonstrated an increase in the 

literahire written pertaining to computer mapping and law enforcement. 

This component of the fiterature review wilI assist in elucidating an 

understanding of the evolution and application of computer mapping to poiicing. 

Usbg a h i s t o ~ c a l  timehe, this Iiterature review wül trace the deveIopment of 

mapping, spatial analysis, and computer mapping, nlom the earlg 1800s to the 

present day. 

Mapping in the 1800s 

The use ofmaps to interpret and analyze informatim dates back to the 

eady 1800s in France. Weisburd and McEwen (199'7) discuss the use of mapping 

by a physician to plot outbreaks of ChoIera, relative to sources of drlnking water. 



Using a manual mapping process, the physician was able to compare the two 

disparate data m e s ,  water pumps and disease. The map provided a spatial 

reference and provided the physician with valuable information toward 

identifying a problem. 

DrawÏng kom a theory that contaminated water causes cholera, he 
&O marked the locations of the area's 11 water pumps. He 
analyzed the scatter of dots on the map and noticed that they 
concentrated near the pump on Broad Street ... Dr. Snow had the 
handle of the Broad Street pump removed, and the choIera 
epidemic came to an abrupt hd t  after having taken more than 500 
Iives. (Weisburd & McEwen, 1997, p.3) 

In another example, Weisburd and W w e n  (1997) describe an incident of early 

crime mapping. Applying France's census data firom the years 1825 to 1827 

Balbi, an ethnographer, and Guerry, a Iawyer, developed maps of crime areas in 

relation to violence and property crime types. The maps incorporated the data of 

crimind statistics and demographic information. As Weisburd and McEwen 

elaborate, 

Comparing these maps, they found that the north-eastern portion 
of France ... was better educated, that areas with high Ievels of 
crimes against property had Iow incidences of attacks on people, 
and that the areas with more property crime were popdated by 
people with higher levela of education. @. 5) 

Thus, the spatid cornparison indicated an inverse relationship between areas of 

violent crime and the education level of the residant population. 

The use ofmapping during this period required sipnincant amounto of 

t h e  to manualiy collect the data and prepare the maps. As such, a waning of 

interest in mapping occurred in the Iate 1800s. Weisburd and M&wen state: 

there was &O a very practicd reason for moving away h m  the 
use of maps and regional variations in social and m o r d  



statistics ... maps of interest could not be developed on any regular 
basis; crime theories were not adequately developed; and 
techniques for analysis were slow, the-consuming and 
cumbersome~ (p. 7) 

Mapping and Technology in the Early 7900s 

A resurgence of mapping in North America began in the 1920s in urban 

areas. The primary functions for mapping information focussed on urban 

planning for Qty centers in their developmentd stages. Mapping crime 

information focussed on the crimes and social ptoblems associated with urban 

centers. For exampIe, Thrasher, a sociologist, pIotted the locations of active gang 

members. The spatial representation revealed that gang members often resided 

in areas of Chicago where "social control was weak and social disorganization 

was pervasive" (as cited in Weisburd & McEwen, f 997, p. 8). 

WbiIe the historicd use of information mapping to provide a method of 

analgzing and interpreting data in a spatial format stimulated the interest of 

sociologists, "the tedious and diEcuIt process of mapping crime in the pre- 

computer age did not appear to offer potential for new and important insightsw 

(Weisburd & McEwen, 1997, p.$) that police agencies of the day could readily 

apply to meet operational needs. mth the advent of the computer age, the 

concept of producing computer generated maps occurred in the Iate 1960s. 

Camaghi and McEwen, (as cited in Wesiburd & McEwen, 1997) discuss the use 

of computer generated maps to provÏde visual representations of speeinc crime 

trends. AIthough the discussion ofthis new techn010gy centers on the abiliw to 

provide a e u a l  representation d crime Iocations, and the abiIiw to deploy 



resources effectively, it fails to illustrate the cWEculties associated with 

distrïbuting the mapped informatioa 

Some of these difficdties include computer hardware limitations, 

rnapping software complexities, and the human resources required to produce 

the mapped information. During this period, the dissemination of information to 

the stakeholders was dZEcdt due to the technical considerations involved with 

computer mapping. For example, a large maidkame computer system was 

necessary to produce the final product. Consequently, many of the s m d e r  police 

departments found the cornputer equipment and human resource requirement 

cost prohibitive, With the advent of personal computers, a significant reduction 

in the size and cost of cornputer hardware occurred. Because of this cost savingt 

many organizations, induding Iaw enforcement, were aEorded the ability to 

purchase computer-mapping technoIogy. 

Applications for Cornputer Mapping Technology 

The benefits of computer mapping, or GIS technology, are not M t e d  to 

poücing. Rogers and Craig (1 994) provide the following exampIe: 

Geographic information systems have been used in a wide range of 
fields: wildIife biologists use them to maintain inventories of rare 
and endangered species and to better understand theV naturd 
habitats; agronomists use them for estimating cmp yie1ds; 
environmentalists use them to study poIIution and to seIect and 
monitor hazardous waste sites; geoXogists use them to expIore 
minera1 deposits; meteoroIogists use them to study dimatic 
conditions (Iong term changes in temperature and precipitation); 
soil mnservationists use them to monitor aquifers and floodpIains; 
mchaedogigts make uae of them to excavate archaeologicd &es; 
mchitects and ud engineers emplop them for Bite seIections and 
environmental impact statementsr; foresters use them for logging 
and recIamation projects, govermuent offim'sIs use them for 



planning and maintahhg the innastructure (tramportation 
networks, u a t y  corridors, etc.); city planners use them for a 
plethora of dericd and administrative tasks (the maintenance of 
public records of Iand ownership, mining daims, rights-oKway, 
zoning restrictions, voter registration, automated tax assessment, 
routing of emergency vehicles, the maintenance of transportation 
facilties and public lande, etc.). @. 71) 

It is apparent that the advancements in cornputer mapping technology will allow 

more organisations to use thie technology in their current information 

management systems. 

Cornputer Mapping for Law Enforcement 

One of the earliest methods employed in policing to spatially display 

Qime incidents was to plot the crime data on a paper copy map using pushpins. 

Using computer mapping technology has advanced this process to a type of 

mapping dehed, by McEwen and Tawian (1995), as descriptive mapping - a 

process that applies the same phciples  as a pin map in an electronic format. In 

their categorization of the types of computer mapping, as applied the police 

enviconment, McEwen and Taxman suggest that descriptive mapping provide 

the greatest benefit to a police organization. The use of a computer reduces the 

human intervention necessary to m a t e  a rnap of the data, enhancing the ability 

to coJlect, compile. andyze. and disseminate information. 

CurrentIy. the use of a mmmuai~-pol idg  mode1 that incorporates the 

community as an active participant in the probIem solving process requires 

police organhations to have a means ofidentüybg crime problems w i t h  a 

community. BIock and Green (1994) discuss the advances in computer crime 



mapping and the abiIity to anaIyze data spatidy as arriving "at a propitious 

time" @. 1). However, one must question whether the technoIogy advanced to a 

point where it became practicable for poLicing needs, or  rather, if police 

organizations f indy  recognized the benefits of an existing technology. The most 

likeIy explanation is that police organbations have corne to recognize the 

benefits of an existing technology, which has recently become an affordable 

investigative tooL 

Cornputer mapping in the police setting is used to provide information to 

several client bases. First, in the area ofresource deployment, the mapped 

information d o w s  police managers and administrators to see a visual 

representation of where and when resource deployment occurs within a 

geographical boundary. Second, detectives can use computer mapping as an 

investigative tod. For example, a detective investigating a series ofrobberies 

with similar characteristics may gain a new perspective by mapping and 

shidying the specinc incidents from a spatial perspective. By mapping the 

information, the investigator may discover that the suspect chaoses locations, 

which are close to public transportation areas therefore assisting in egress fiom 

the crime scene. Findy. poIice officers conducting routine patrol funciions wiU 

bene& fkom the use of mapped information. For instance. by providing police 

officers with a map of recent auto crimes, such as those occurring in the Iast 24 

heurs. one c o d d  direct attention and patrob to the targeted areas. 



Future Trends for Cornputer Mapping and Policing 

To enhance the opportunities provided by mapped information, the end 

users require access to the information. At this the ,  there is a shiR h m  

speciaüzed crime analysis units providing the cornputer maps, to the end user 

obtauiulg the information on thek own. According to Rich (1995), user expertise 

may be offset with the development of customized mapping software applications 

that require minimal training to use. 

The issues surrounding the ability of the user to access the mapping 

application requires consideration. For example, advancements in mapping 

techndogy provide economical user-friendly software, which increases the 

opportunity for the end user to  independen* obtain the necessary information. 

Similady, Mamalian and LaVigne, (1999, p.3) discuss a recent survey of Iaw 

enforcement agencies using mapped information provided by the crime analysis 

units. Information drawn firom the sampIe group indicates that 61% of the 

respondents support the u s e ~ e s s  ofdeveIoping end-user software that requires 

minimat training. Based on the researcher's experience as a crime analyst, and 

the survey results of Mamaüan and LaVigne, a l o g i d  advancement in computer 

mapping technology is the deveIopment of software whereby the user accesses 

and cieates the necessary mapped information independent of the weuaI.ists 

who currentIy provide the maps. 

Today, a number of police agencies in North America are deveIopÏng 

custom computer mapping appIÏcations to alIow any member of the orgrinization 

to access information fUom the computer mapping program. Rich (1995) 



describes how the Chicago Police Department has developed the Information 

CoLlection for Automated Mapping QCAM) program. Essentidyf the program is 

a "walk up and uset' (p. 5) application, requUing minimal training or expei.tise 

fiom the user in order operate the program. 

Since the inception of the ICAM program, the Chicago Police Department 

has recognized new and innovative uses for the mapped information. For 

instance, in addition to providing information to the oEcers within the 

department, mernbers of the public may a v d  themselves to selected types of 

information concernuig issues within the cornmuni#y. The program serves as an 

excellent model of the benefits afforded ushg cornputer-mapping technology. 

The Chicago Police Department demonstrates forward tbinking in recogniPng 

the limitations of current technology and taking the necessary steps to develop 

their own custom mapping program. This process vafidates the organizationrs 

cornmitment to meeting the needs of the officers within the organization, and to 

the communities they serve. 

In condusion, as this Iiterature review discusses, whüe computer 

mapping is an emerging science, it certainly provides the fmda t ion  for exciting 

technologicd advances in many fields including that ofpoliQng. The historical 

representation of the use of mapping to faciltate the visuaI representation of 

problem areas provides the precursor for today's use ofmappuig. With the 

advent of the computer, this technoIogy became more readily available for use in 

determining crhe  trends and problem identification- 



In the last two hundred years mapping has evolved kom paper copy to 

computer generated products. In the last s k t y  years, the technoIogy has evolved 

r e s d t h g  in a shiR fiom large cost-prohibitive mainframe computers to compact 

economicd Iaptop persond computers. The evolution of computer hardware 

provides greater information accessibiltty for policing. For example, the laptop 

computer is being used for mobile data access and reporthg by police 

departments throughout North America. Similady, computer software and 

programrning advancements have improved technology functionali@, and 

reduced complexity in training. With this in min& the future of crime mapping 

rests in the development of software that allows the end user to easily access the 

geographical information within the mapping applications without the aid of 

experts who specialize in the field of computer generated mapping. 

Information Technology and Policing 

Information is an important facet ofpoEcing. In todayrs high technology 

environrnents, the tools needed to manage the vast amounts of data collected are 

present in varying degrees of sophistication in every police organization. SinniIar 

to other private and public sector organizations, poliung has become dependent 

on automated information management. As a resdt,  extensive information 

technology applications are avdable for use in the hw enforcement arena. This 

section of the Iiterature review will examine some of the benefits and Iimitations 

of ueing information technoIogy in poücingg 

Information is critid to the optimal functioning of any poIice 

organization. Police agencies coIIect information twenty-hur hours a day and 



similar to a ~Iearuighouse tbis information is stored in various formats 

throughout the department. As Manning, (1992) describes, "information is a 

critical feature of modern societies and is the essential and central feature of 

policing" (p. 352). The information central to police work relates to data coUected 

about people and events. Specincdly, the information collected inchdes. but is 

not limited to, personal data. circumstances surrounding an incident, as well as 

property, vehicle, and Iocation detaiIs. On a daily basis police agencies gather 

large amounts of data on these entities. In tum, this information Ïs used when 

responding to calls and in ongoing development oforganizationd and cornrnunity 

objectives. Thus, similar to many other organizations, police departments have 

corne to rely on automated information systems to store, couate, and disseminate 

the vast amounts of data collected. 

TraditionaUy, information management for policing uivoLved a 

combination ofofficer knowIedge and experience, coupled with hard copy reports 

as weLI as the officer's personal notebook enhies. In describing the limitations of 

using indi.dual memory and hard copy storage of collected information, 

Manning (1992) comments that, 

Information in poIice departments can be best characterized as 
systematicdy decentralized. Often, primary data known to one 
officer are not avaÏIabIe to other officers because of the 
personaüzed practices of data etorage. Most of the information 
that exÏsts in poIÏcing is primary data possessed by aggregated 
records or the information etored mentdiy b an officer. (p. 370) 

The use of automated information systems tackIes the decentraIization inherent 

in traditional poIice iaformation management. By storing information in a 

common location, automated information management systems allow many 



people to access the system with an ability to contribute or view data. The 

foUowing example of police practice illustrates the importance of automated 

information storage and retrievd. As an example, when a police ofncer pulls 

over a car for a speeding violation, bp querying the vehicIe on the automated 

system, the stored information may indicate that the vehicle was involved in a 

recent robbery. If an automated system is not used, then avdability of this 

information rnay be limited to a select number of officers. Thus, the ability of 

officers to access automated Iliformation has benefits fiom investigative and 

safety perspectives. 

Over the Iast two decades, the majority of police departments in Canada 

have incorporated technology to assist in information management. The 

implementation of technology ranges £rom a single personal computer, to large 

computer networks capabIe of supporting computer aided dispatch (CAD) and 

records management systems for multipIe police departments in a region. As 

endence of thia national application of technology, every police department in 

Canada uses the Canadian PoIice Information Centre (CPIC). CPIC is an 

automated information system that aIIows agencies to access and conhibute 

essentid information on various categories incIuding missing persons, warrants 

for arreet, and stoIen vehides. 

One could suggest that the advances in information technologg have 

inmeased effiuency within the police orghat ion.  However, while there is 

potentiaL for increased effiuency with techno1ogid advmces, there needs to be 

as MinoIÎ (1995) deacribes the "effective application oftechnologies" @. 2). In 



other words, it is not enough to give someone a cornputer without providing the 

trnining and tequisite knowledge needed to employ the techno10gy. Within police 

agencies, an essential component of managing information is the issue of quality 

control for data entry- For instance, technology use may hinder police 

productivity if critical information is exduded in the data entry process or if data 

entry is not completed in a M y  manner. On the other hand, again quotuig 

Minoli (1995), if the technoIogy "provides the equivaent of an 'enterprise on the 

de&' giving employees easy access to the information they have a need and a 

right to use in order to work more effectiveIyn (p. Z), then the potentid for 

increased effiuency within the police organization exists. 

The use of technoIogy to support information management is evolving 

fkom supporthg a single police department to a broader perspective of 

information support for multiple police agencies. Currently, most sin& police 

agencies do not have the technology to d o w  information sharing, other than 

CPIC capabilities, through a global network accessible by other agencies. The 

British CoIumbia Association of Police Chiefi recognized thia need and provided 

the foIIowing vision statement: "Adopt a cornmon police idormation system in 

British Columbia which is focused on suppoaing operational p o k  officers and 

the delivery of community poIicinggn @-COMM, 1998. p. 1). In reeponse to this 

vision statement, an automated information system project is underway in 

British Columbia that wiU Iink ail poIice agencies within the province to a shared 

records management system. 



While there a m  a number of national police information ggsterns in place 

in North America today, the information provided through these systems is 

limited due in part to older system design. In older system designs, some of the 

limitations indude the inability to access or contribute s p e a c  details and 

circumstances. In addition, older system architecture does not allaw 

incorporation of newer technology advances such as digital imaging and 

geographical information systems. The hancial costs associated with keeping 

abreast of technology advancements are a deterrent for many police agencies. 

Swann (1998) describes the issues faced in planning technology use in this ever- 

evolving environment: 

As the Pace of techno~ogicd change continues unabated, and 
product U e  cycles become shorter, many businesses are having to 
plan within ever shortening time horizons. A major issue for the 
management of technology in the future is how to ensure that 
shortening business horizons do not deter important long-term 
strategic investments in new technologies. (p. 108) 

The open architectural standards provided with newer technology wiU have 

greater capacity for ongoing improvements and system additions thus 

overcoming some of the limitations inherent in rapid techdogicd change. 

Recent advances in information technology have improved functionality 

and user fi5endI.y applications. Standardized cornputer program Ianguages and 

software operating systems provide the user with reduced training time. "There 

has been an aImost universal movement toward graphical user interfaces (GUIS) 

as the most effective method for presenting information to peopIe. This 

windowing environment d o w s  the client system (and the user) to support 

severd simultaneous sessions" @dinori, 1995, p.33). Similar to the use of images 



in mapping, a graphical user interface provides the user with a series of icons to 

manipulate information within a program. Most personal computer users are 

familiar with graphical user interfaces since these are the icons present on the 

computer desktop indicating Windows based programs. Similar to opening a file 

folder, a graphitai user interface allows the user to run more than one program 

or application simultaneausly. Older system technology was incapable of 

A further technological advancement that has profound implications for 

automated information management systems is the addition of communication 

through visual images. The use of images, tkough a medium such as computer 

mapping, provides further enhancement of information communications. 

Raymond (1994) expands the idea of image as  communication in the foIIowing 

description: 

Images reduce our dependence on words for communication, They 
are a direct means ofcommunicating that don% require listening 
skiIls, language s m ,  or  patience. They confront the viewer with 
a great ded of information at the same tirne. The viewer can 
choose where to focus, the sequence and length of concentration on 
different aspects of the message. @. 71) 

Mapping applications enhance the user's abiLity to interpret information by 

displayhg the information in a visuaI hguage. Raymond believes that visual 

Ianguage removes the need for traditi0na.I htening and language skilIs. One 

wodd argue that rather than eIimuiating the need for listening and Ianguage 

skib as suggested by Raymond, instead visual Ianguage serves to enhance the 

interpretive capabilities of the technologg user. For example, the user must 

understand what the dispIayed images mean. Th a mapping scenario, the user 



wodd need to understand the meaning represented in a h t e r  of symbols 

depicted on the map. Thus, similar to interpretation of written language, one 

must develop the visual language skills needed to interpret the mapped 

information, 

Information technology has the ab* to improve productivity and 

efficiency within police organizations. Present technology enhancements in the 

form of geographical user interfaces and visual Ianguage signal the future use of 

information management for poIichg- As Guns (1996) states, "if information is 

the raw material of the knowledge worked, then leveraging information is a basic 

skill of the knowledge worker" (p. 104). The abiüty of police agencies to 

incorporate current relevant information technology into their organizations will 

provide the Iever necessary for the users to access and benefit fkom automated 

information management systems. 

Considerations for Organizational Change 

As society becomes more complex and technologicdy dependent so 
must every police agency if it is to have a successful transition into 
the 21st cenhuy. These societal comp1exities and technological 
advancements (workhg environment and cornpetitiveneas, 
demographics, &cal dynamics, automation) and the impact and 
chdenge associated with each win have a profotmd efFect on the 
Iaw enforcement professioe m e s ,  1991, p.2) 

Since the fiterature and information available on the topic of change is extensive 

and the scope of this fiterature review can ody brieffy examine the process of 

change, this portion of the discussion focuses on understanding the change 

process when introducing new techndogy in police organizations. The discussion 

will examine ideas reIated to three facets of change, preparing for change, 



faciütating change. and barriers to change. Finally, the discussion wilI explore 

influemg change in a paramilitary organization with a hierarchical leadership 

structure. 

Preparing an organization for the change of existing technoIogy or  the 

addition of new technology repuires signincant groundwork. Before deciding to 

introduce new technology, one must first consult with the members of the 

organization to detemine the actual versus the perceived needs of the 

organization. In addition, an effective consdtation process d o w s  for open and 

meaningful discussion that values the ideas and opinions of the people in the 

organization. As Nyswander explains 

the change agent who begins with the individual's or the 
communi~s  felt needs and concerns rather than with a personal 
or agency agenda will be far more likeIy to experience success in 
the change process than if he or  she were to impose an agenda 
fkom the outside. (as cited in MinMer, 1990, p. 270). 

Indusion of the members of the organization shodd occur at  the earIy stages of 

planning, alIowing for hank discussion on the benefb and liabilities of the 

proposed technoIogy. 

UnfortunateIy, when introducing change, many organizations omit the 

necessary step of member consultation. AB the Ministry of Heatth describes, 

many Irexce1lent programs ofken fiounder because: They are not accepted by the 

people they're intended to semeff (British CoIumbia Ministry of Health, 1994, 

p.?). Consukation with members of the organizrlation provides coIlateraI benefits. 

For instance, as Ya(1998) expIains "more participation is BeIy if you preaent 

a proposal as tentative and encourage peopIe to improve upon it, rather than 



asking people to react to an elaborate pIan that appears complete" (p.223). 

AUowing people to participate in planning generates a feeling of project 

ownership and interest. 

In addition, bringing community members together increases their 

understanding of the processes or limitations present in other areas of the 

organization. A benefit to one area, may in fact be a Iimitation to another area. 

Group dialogue identines these previously unrecognized benefits or limitations 

and the ensuing discussion enriches the development process. Yukl(1998) 

expands this concept and states that "participants are more Izkely to understand 

and accept the dehion if the decision process d o w s  sufflcient opportunity to 

present ideas and Muence the outcorne" (p. 498). It is important to note that a 

participative process onIy works in poIice organizations when the issue does not 

relate to an emergent situation. the cases of emergent situations, it is 

desirable and necessary to have a dearly d e k e d  chain of command for decision 

making. 

The d e  of management in any episode oforgRnizationaI change is pivota1 

to its success. A risk inherent in the hierarchicd management structure of a 

police orgiinization is that the members ofthe organization are not consulted 

about impending changes. In 0 t h  words, the agency managers, used to leading 

in a hierarchid pattern, may make decisions in isolation fiom the 

organizationd culture- ks Senge (1990) describes, "someümes, managers expect 

shared visions to emerge £rom a nrm's atrategic pIanning procesa. But for aI1 the 

same reasons that most *top-downm Visioning processes most strategic 



pIanning &O fails to nurture genirine visionn (p. 214). In the hier81:chical 

structure of a police department, managers possess the power to initiate change 

without the participation of the members of the organization. Yet, police 

managers must now recognize that: 

Leadership development is a key aspect of deveIoping competent 
communities. In particulart the development of leaders able to 
fulnI the roles of animator (stimdating people to t W  u5ticaUy 
and to identifg problems and new solutions) and facilitatm 
(providuig a process through which the group can discuss its own 
content in the most productive possible way) is key to building 
group cornpetence and effectivenesa". (Minkler, p. 269) 

Today, many police managers strive to indude the members of the organization 

in the decision-making pmcesses. This is especidy Cnie of technology related 

projects since many of these managers may not have the expertise base needed to 

make informed decisions. To enact their automatic privilege in planning a 

techn01ogy-based change would be detrimental to the change process. 

In addition to community involvement, an essential component of 

avoiding project f d u r e ,  is to develop a project plan. As the British Columbia 

Ministry of Health (1994) describes, "having set out your goals and strategies, 

you can work out the logistics of how, with the (orgMationa1) community, youQ 

carry out the strategies or objectives. and achieve your go&" (p. 23). In 

preparation for an organizationd change in techdogy, a weIL-defined project 

pIan is essentid to effective program management. "Projeet management 

(execution) was rated as the most important area contributing to project failme 

in cases with both serious budget and schedule ovemrnsw (JPMGt 1997, p.17). 



One would argue that, despite the importance of &cd  and timing 

concerns, the human resource considerations are priznary to the successful 

implementation of technology prognuns. As described by Kline and Saunders 

As the-e moved towards a high tech environment, all too many 
companias have completely ignored the other haE of the necessary 
balance. They've ignored high touch. But the huma.  factor must 
be dedt with as effectively as the systems, the machines, the 
accounts and the strategic plans. Overlooking the human factor is 
bound to be the costliest mistake any organization can make. (p. 
25) 

As such, project plans need to reflect needs of the people affected by the change. 

When moving fiom the planning stages to the impIernentation phase of 

the technology project, the quest of those fadîtating the change is to provide an 

environment that challenges one to change while acknowledging the concerns of 

those in the community who initially resist transformation. As Kouzes and 

Posner (1995) describe, "whüe leaders must act decisively under urgent and 

uncertain conditions, they must also ahowledge  the fear and doubt that peopIe 

feel as they face the u n k n o w n ' ~ .  78). 

An objective of the implementation and training process is to recognize 

that with any change there is a continuum of apprehension. When faced with 

change, BoIman and Deal (1997) b e h e  that organixational members may 

experience "feelings of amciety, uncertahty or ~ o n f u s i o n ' ~ ~  321). These feehgs 

may encompass a range of emotions fkom excitement to disabhg fear of the 

impending change. For example, one might feel a twinge of concern when 

considering whether the new poIice radio will work as weU as the OU 



Conversely, if an organization ia proposing the introduction of a t o t d y  

automated communications dispatch system, a dispatcher might experience 

extreme d e t y  wondering whether his or her job has become redundant in the 

face of this new technology. Thus, addressing the emotiond impact of the 

planned change is paramount in f o s t e ~ g  a supportive transformational process. 

In most instances, effective communication eases fear of the unknown. 

When discussing the process of effective communication Kotter (1996) states the 

The time and energy required for effective vision communication 
are directly related to the darity and s impI i c i~~  of the message. 
Focuseci, jargon-free information can be dinseminated to large 
groups of people at a fiaction of the cost of clumsy, complicated 
communication. Communication seems to work best when it is so 
direct and so simple that it has a sort of elegance. (p. 89) 

Before choosing a method of communication, one shodd refiect on the 

importance of the issue. With this in mind, one considers whether the 

idonnation wi l l  be more effectively communicated through electronic means, 

such as e-mail and voicemail, or through personal consultation with members of 

the organization. 

Communication also plays an important roIe when managing barriers 

during the transition h m  planning to implementation. Commonly experienced 

project barriers include banciaI constraints, time constraints, lack of human 

resources, or  lack of training time. In effectively managing barriers, suc ces^ 

change facilitators acknowIedge the existence of the impediments and deveIop 

etrategiea to overame their efféct. Gtter (1996) explains that "whenever 

struçturd barriers are not removed in a timeIy wap, the risk is that the 



employees will become so h s t r a t e d  that they will sour on the entire 

transformationd effort" (p. 106). 

Often facilitators of a project become h t r a t e d  when they experience 

project resistance. However, resistance to change is inherent to any technolow- 

related project and ifvalued appropriaMy rnay have a beneficial effect. This 

benefit cornes from the role resistance plays in iden-g weaknesses within the 

project plan. ORen, individuah who are "skeptics play a useful role, asking 

critical questions that wiU help the group recognize potential obstacles" (Public 

Health Association, 1999, p. 9). By acknowledging, rather than fearing, the 

idkence  of these skeptics, one has the oppoi.tunity to strengthen the project by 

overcoming potentid barriers. "The impact of change should be identified and 

measured as early as possible to e n s w  that appropriate action c m  be taken tu 

manage any situations that may compromise a succesafüi outcorne" (IPMG, 

1998, p. 14). Since resistance to a new technology is not time limited it may 

provide an ongoing method of measuring the success of the technology 

application. MetaphoricaIIy speaking, resistance may indicate the h e d h  of a 

project by identifying gaps in performance and user satisfaction. 

One Eual, but vital component of implementing technoIogy, is the training 

factor. The need for effective communication exists throughout a technology 

project and is an essential component of the implementation and training 

phases. The way that technology training: is pIanned, structured, and taught wiII 

signincantiy influence how individu& appmach change. An important aspect of 

the training process is the abdi* to provide the Iearner w i t h  a sde and 



supportive environment. If people feel supported in making the transition from 

the known to the unknown, they are more W y  to become active participants in 

the learning transition 

Training is not a new concept to police organizations. PoLice ofncers are 

requVed to complete mandatory annual training for a number of job related 

functions induding use of force, fiearms qualincation, and fist aid. Police 

organizations are fortunate to already employ training practices that incorporate 

an interactive approach. This type of training avoids the downfd of some 

training processes that employ strÎctly traditional methodology. Kline and 

Saunders (1993) reflect baditiond training 

is relatively rigid - lectures with f i p  charts and overhead 
projectors given to participants who are expected to sit passively 
and take it aU in. Such an approach o d y  reinforces the notion that 
whatever thinking is to be done ha8 to corne f ion  somewhere other 
than the mind of the employee being trained. (p. 149 

However, traditional methodology does have ment and since using a variety of 

learning methods will enhance learning, it is important to incorporate different 

teaching approaches when introduûng technology applications. 

In addition to usulg a variety of Iearning methods, it is important to btdd 

on the previous knowledge and experience of Iearners. As Guns (1996) desczibes, 

"most organizational learning takes place in a series of single moments that 

employees experience every day: within or outside the organization, participating 

in sm&-group work, reading intemal documents, performing tasks, watching 

work being donef' @. 16). A good trauùng program wiU value thÏs knowledge and 

will incorporate the ideas of the Iearners as par t  of the Iearning process. 



Planning for training is an important part ofpIanning for technology 

change. Unfortunately, a limitation often present when planning for training is 

a Iack of appreciation of the tirne, the training format, or the funding needed to 

provide appropriate programs. Kotter (1996) illustrates this limitation in the 

foUowing quote: 

Training is provided, but itrs not enough. or itfs sot the right kind, 
o r  it's not done at the Rgbt time. People are expected to change 
habits built up over years or decades 6 t h  ody five days for 
education. People are taught technicd s k i h  but not the social 
skills or attitudes needed to make the new arrangements work. 
People are given a course before they start their new jobs, but 
aren't provided with foIIow-up to hdp them with problems they 
encounter white performing those jobs. (p. 108) 

It is apparent that when bringing in new technology, police agencies need to plan 

for ongoing learning. One must also acknowledge individual Iearning seles  and 

the impact that implementing a new technology has on those using the 

technology. Effective technology training wiIl use a varietg of methods that 

recognize the user's skiIl levd and cornfort Ievel as important components of the 

This section of the fiterature review has briefly discussed several 

important aspects of introducing new technology applications in poüce 

organizations. A major consideration before undertaking any idormation 

technoIogy project is the deveIopment of a business plan to ensure that the 

proposed technology wiU meet the objectives of the department. The pmject pIan 

shouId incorporate an environmentd s c a n  of the needs of the orgmkation to 

determine what functions the proposed techno1ogy will address. "Whatever the 

mandate for change, laige or maII, the business changes which are sought 



should be matched against the o v e r d  vision and needs of the businessw (KPMG, 

1998, p.8). 

Once the new technology is recognized as beneficiaI, the central focus of 

the program should be the development of a collaborative pIanning process that 

values the organizational members as essentid contributors in defining the 

technology application process. As the Ministry of Health states, as "a generd 

operating p ~ c i p l e :  if your community (orgtdzational) group doesn't get the 

suppoa you need when you need it, that means you missed a step in the process" 

(p. 24). In other wosds, Zone encounters resistance or lack of support firom 

internd or  external group members. in all likelihood at some point in the 

pIanning process, the needs of the resistant group or person were not fully 

considered or sought. 

An effective change faditator understands the importance of including 

the people invoIved with the technology into the pIanning process. As weU, the 

faciIitator shouId aiso understand the apprehension and reticence that peopIe 

may experience when facing a transformational process. Beacham (1999) 

indicates the profound process that change represents by stating that "one of the 

most challenging of concepts in our present age is that of change itselP (p. 1). 



CHAPTER THREE - CONDUCT OF RESEARCH STUDY 

Research Methods 

This chapter will examine the research methodology used in the study of 

this project. The research methodology consisted of applying qualitative and 

quantitative research methods to determine the viabiliw and hinctional 

requirements of a computer mapping application for use by members of the 

Victoria Police Department. 

The selected research methods provided responses, in the form of 

qualitative and quantitative measurement, on the bvo main objectives of the 

project. The fist objective was to determine the viabiIity of using computer 

mapping to assist 6th operational policing needs. The second objective focussed 

on determining what information categories and functional capabilities a 

computer mapping application cotiid provide for police ofncers. 

Action research was chosen as the research method for this study because 

of its collaborative and qualitative nature. Furthermore, action research, 

because ît involves the reseatcher as a rnember of the group, seeks to confirm the 

validity of the research process. As P a s  (1997) describes, 

Qualitative reseatchers believe that understanding people's 
perceptions requhes getting dose tu "research phcipants" or 
"informants" or   col labo rat or^!^ You must spend time with them, 
get to know them, feel close to them, be able to empathw with 
their concerns, perhaps even be one of them, if you hope to hu l y  
understandi This approach d i r e d y  contradicts the qyantitative 
view that "objectiven understanding requires doof detachment, lest 
the rasearcher "Iose perspe~tive!~ (p. 19) 



One of the essential understandings of action research is that  those 

people or stakeholders who will be Hected by the change need to be uivolved in 

al l  stages of the pian-g process. StRnger (1996) explains that the primary 

purpose of action research 

is as a practical tool for solving problems experienced by people in 
their professionaL, commUIUty, or private lives. If an action 
research project does not make a difference, in a very specinc way, 
for practitioners ancilor their clients, then it has Wed to achieve 
its objectives. The andogue of hypothesis testing in action 
research is some form of change or development that is tested by 
its ab* to enhance the Iives of the people with whom it is 
engaged. (p. II) 

Since this project would resdt  in the development of a computer mapping 

application for use by members of the police department, it was essential that 

the members become active participants in the concept development and product 

design. 

The use of action research pmvided a method of coIIecting data eocom a 

representative sample of police officers that W .  be the end-users of the proposed 

mapping application. The participative nature of data collection using an action 

research format provides the abiütg to refiect on the current project concept and 

design. As weU, the cyclical nature of action research dows  one to return to the 

sample group for foUow-up providing an opporttmity to make ongoing 

modincations based upon the suggestions &oxn the participants. Furthermore, 

by involving mernbers of the department in the project concept and design 

phases an anticipated response would be a sense ofownership of the project in 

the sampIe group. As Morgan (1997) d e s d e s  



Action-Iearning approaches to research b d d  on the idea that it is 
possible for the research process to have a dual objective in (a) 
trying to produce useful research knowledge while (6) using a 
process that can help the people involved in the research to gain a 
better understanding of their situations. As the term suggests, it 
seeks to combine action and learning, to create a situation whereby 
everyone involved in the research learns while doing. (p. 296) 

Findy, while the researcher has recognized that action research requires 

sipnincant time to apply, there are benefits in maintaining involvement 6th the 

research participants. These benefits include a continued IeveL of interest in the 

project development, a collective vision of the ha l  application implementation, 

and importantly a sense stakeholder ownership resulting from participahg in 

the planning process. 

Data Gathering Tools 

Data gathering occurred in a two-phase process. The initial phase of 

research consisted of a series of thirty-minute project presentation and 

information gathering sessions. Over a two-week period, each shift was given a 

presentation during morning briefings. The frequency of the meetings provided 

an opportunity for police officers &om different shifts to attend a session. The 

second phase of the data gathering was a focus group session that tasked 

participants with identifPng the necessary attRbutes of a cornputer mapping 

application. The following discussion elaborates each of the data gathering tools. 

The &st phase of the data gathering, a thirty-minute presentation and 

information g a t h e ~ g  session, was broken into t h e  parts. The fist ten 

minutes of the session were used to dehep a PowerPoint presentation on the use 



of computer mapping for policing. The second ten-minutes were used to 

demonstrate computer mapping using the prototype application. Fhally, the 

remaining ten minutes were reserved for discussion, questions, and darincation 

of the project concept, as  well as the proposed outcomes. In conjunction with the 

information gathering session, the participants received a ques t io~ai re  that 

they were encouraged to complete on a voluntary and anonymous basis at their 

convenience. 

The purpose of the five part questionnaire, induded as appendix (c), was 

to determine the project viabiüty. In other words, the questionnaire asked the 

participants "ifyou had this application would you End it useful?" To assist in 

evaluating whether the project should proceed, the questionnaire design 

addressed two fundamental questions. First, would the participants use the 

application? Second, what type of incident categories and specinc information 

details for the identined categories wodd be usefuI in such an application? 

The hst section of the questionnaire asked the respondents to indicate 

their division. The division choices avaiIabIe were Patrol, Community PoIicing 

Division (CPD), Trafnc, Detectives, and other. The purpose of requesting 

respondents to indicate thw division was to assist in evahating commonaIity 

and divergence that might exist within the questionnaire responses. For 

instance, a member working in the Trafnc division may h m  a proponent of 

responses that focus on t r a c  related concem, while a P a h l  division 

respondent codd focus on propertp related offences such as theR or break and 

enter @&E). The FoIIowing four questions asked the respondenfs to indicate 



whether they would use the application; how oRen they wodd use the 

application; and what incident types as well as  d e t a  shotdd be displayed in the 

application. 

A focus group session was chosen for phase two of the data gathering 

methodology because of its paxticipative nature. When discussing the potential 

benefits of using a focus group the thoughts of Bennis and Biederman (1997) are 

appropriate, "none of us is as smart as all of us" (p. 1). The importance of 

incorporating the ideas and needs of the end-users is further described by 

DreaschsIui (1998) as follows, "among the greatest strengths of the focus group is 

its capacity to harness the power of human interaction by capitalizing on 

relationships and, consequently, generating insights that rnight not otherwise 

emerge" (p 1). Thus, the objective of the second phase was tu have the end-users 

decide the look, feel, and functionaüty of the final product. After the focus group 

identified and d e h e d  the functiond capabilities and information category 

repuirements for the proposed mapping appEcation, the requisite components 

were then integrated into the request for proposal (R.l?P) for tender of the 

mapping application development. 

Study Conduct 

The fouowing discussion wdI desmie the various steps used in 

compIeting the research study. Seved hctors required careful consideration 

before developing the two-phase research study. First, when designhg phase 

one, whÎch consisted of the presentation and information session. the main 



objective identined was to involve as many of the end-users in the research 

process as possible. Then drning the second phase, it was important to bruig 

together a focus group that wodd represent the variety of people involved in the 

program use, development, and management. In addition, it was necessary that 

the focus group adequately represent the diversity of poficiag divisions who 

wodd use the Enal product. 

In developing phase one, an important concern of the study conduct was 

to identify a method of effectively presenting the project concept to as many 

potentid application users as possible. The population of potential users of a 

mapping application in the Victoria Police Department is approximately 150 of 

the 187 police officers in the department. This target population indudes officers 

working in several divisions of the police department and across a variety of shiR 

patterns. The target group included members fkom Pah.01, Tratnc, Communiw 

Poliung, and Detective Divisions. The target group incorporated those officers 

currently working in the various divisions of the police department that 

c m n t l y  use mapped information published by the Crime Andysis Section. 

Phase one of the research shidy commenced in September 1998. An 

S o m a t i o n  session, in conjunction with a questionnaire smey, was chosen for 

the fist study phase since the format aIIowed most department members to 

attend a session and provide input into the planning process if they wished. 

From a research perspective, the most practical time to present the concept and 

to distn%ute the s w e y  was during the police officers shZt briefings that occur in 

the moniing and evening. During these times, members from the various 



divisions corne together for a meeting to review the events h m  the previow 

shift. 

The information sessions were conducted in the Patrol briefing room, with 

graphics displayed to the presentation audiences, of approximately twelve to 

kventy members per session, using a laptop personal cornputer and a projector 

unit. The researcher commenced the presentations by outrining the project 

purpose and the anticipated sequence of events that would foIlow depending on 

the determined project viability. 

Identification of several considerations occurred during the phase one 

pIanning process. Consideration was given to the Iength of the presentation, if 

the sessions were longer than t w - m i n u t e s  this would create difficulties for 

members by interfering with their ability to prepare for the day ahead As well, 

a priority of members and supervisors wouId be attending any cab requiillig 

immediate police attention. Morning briefing was chosen as the presentation 

forum, because it is traditiondy a quieter time of the day, since at 6:30 am there 

is less chance of a rnember havîng to leave the meeting to attend c&. In 

addition, it is comrnon for the members tu attend information presentations, fiom 

intemal and extemd sources, during this t h e .  

Another consideration was informing members in advance of the dates 

and times of the presentation and information session. Approximately two 

weeks before the presentations, shift supervisors were sent an e-mail outlining 

the purpose, format. as weU as the dates and tirnes of the presentation The 

schedule structure encompassed all watches, and additional sessions were 



scheduled to provide an opportmîtp- for those absent, such as members on 

holidays, during the regular shift times to attend. One fuaher consideration 

identined for the Detective Division was their unique shifk schedde. Since, these 

rnembers work on a different shift pattern fkom the remaining department, 

sessions were provided to s m d e r  groups of members, two to three at a time, 

folIowing the same format. 

Further consideration was given to the content and delivery of material 

during the thirty-minute session. One goal of the researcher was to present the 

materia1 in an objective format with an attempt not to infuse the presentation 

with bias. To assist in this goal, the researcher identined the following as his 

potentid personal biases. One of these biases is that the researcher has previous 

experience using computer mapping and Ends the application beneficid It was 

important for the researcher to recognize this bias and wunter its effect by 

highlighting both the benents and limitations of computer mapping d u h g  the 

presentation sessions. For example, one restriction identified in using computer 

rnapping is the need to have accurate data input. The researcher pointed out 

that members wodd need to confirm c d  idornation, in ather words, computer 

mapping does not impIy complete accuracy of c d  categories, and the member 

wodd Btill need to provide the appropriate information for data en- 

A further bias the researcher identined is his belief that cornputers wiIL 

increase productivfty and enhance ïnvestigative abiLities. The researcher has an 

advanced technoIogy background, and other poIÏce oEcers may not share his 

interest in computer technoiogy. An additional bias the researcher identified is 



his involvement in the planning, development, and design of the prototype 

application. As such, facets of the program wodd reflect the researcher's 

preferences for the functionality and information categones inherent in the 

application. To address this bias, the researcher darified that the application 

was only a prototype and discussed how the future application wodd reflect the 

specincations dehed  by the members. One final bias identified by the 

researcher is his ongoing participation in the Technology Advisory Group mG). 

TAG is a steering committee, of which the researcher is a member, that acts to 

advise on any technoIogy related project affecting the police department. The 

researcher's participation in this committee potentidy has Muence over the 

final project outcorne. 

At the conclusion of the presentation and prototype demonstration, the 

researcher provided the participants with a questionnaire. The participants 

were not required to complete the questionnaire, but were encouraged to return 

the answered survey to assist in determining the project viability. In order to 

promote return of the questionnaires, and to protect the anonymity of the 

respondents, the ody  identifying information asked of the respondents wae their 

currently assigned departmental division. Furthemore, the participants were 

advisad that  the resdts wodd be used for a presentation to senior management 

and ICBC for approval of funding for the projectct Consent for participation in 

phase one was assumed with return of the anonymous questionnaire. 

Management ofpaaicipant questions occuned in three waye. First. the 

op port uni^^ to ask questions or raise concems was availabIe during the 



information session, Second, members were invited to meet with the researcher 

on an individual basis, if they had further ideas or concems about the proposed 

project. This process was set-up to support the participation of members who 

might not feel codortabIe sharing their ideas in a group forum. FinaIly, the 

questionnaire format encouraged respondents to provide their ideas and 

comrnents on various aspects of a computer mapping application. 

Some of the limitations identified with the phase one process are as 

follows. Having the session coincide with the molning briefings may have made 

participants feeI obligated to attend- However, the issue of obIigatory attendance 

was addressed by encouraging those who had previously attended a 

presentation, or by providing an opportunity for those who did not wish to 

attend, to Ieave before the session commenced, Out of the seventy-eight 

participants only one police officer, who had not viewed the presentation, chose 

to leave. A second identified limitation involved the identified target group. By 

holding the sessions for those members currently accessing computer mapping, 

the research etudy rnay have omitted some members who may in the future use 

computer mapped information despite their lack of current need 

At the compIetion of phase one, the results of the study were compiled and 

incorporated into a presentation to senior management. in conjimction with the 

phase one PowerPoint session and a prototype mapping application 

demonstratiot~ The purpose of the senior management presentation was to seek 

approvaI for obtaining b d i n g  of the project h m  the ICBC Autocrime Grant 

Program. 



Results of the phase one research were distributed to all members of the 

department through the TAG meeting minutes. After anasis of the 

questionnaire, and an affirmative response from the information gathering 

sessions, the researcher, in conjunction with the approvd of senior management 

of the police department, decided that the process codd proceed to the second 

phase of research, 

Phase two of the data collection occurred in August 1999 and 

encompassed one 3-hour focus group session. The focus group consisted of a ten- 

person panel chosen to participate based on th& skias, as well as their 

representation of various areas of the police department. The panel was 

composed of six police officers representing the departmental divisions of Patrol. 

Trafnc, Detective, Community Policing Division, Communications, Information 

Systems Section, and Staff Development. The four üvilian participants in the 

focus group represented Information TechnoIogy, Staff Training, and 

Engineering Services - a position represented by a manager firom outside the 

Victoria Police Department. The researcher participated as the focus group 

faditator, dariîyîng or regrouping agenda topics as needed. 

Participant seIection was based upon two considerations. One of these 

considerations was to have participants representuig areas of the poke  

department that use a mapping application. The second consideration was to 

select participants who had the iequisite experience to represent their parti* 

division within the police department. Participants received an invitation to job 

the focus group through e-mail sent to them approximateIy t w ~  weeks before the 



schedded meeting date. In the event that the participants were unabIe to 

attend the session, the researcher had a list of alternate participants who codd 

be asked to participate. Seven days before the scheduled session, the researcher 

e-mded the participants that the venue had been changed to a more cornfortable 

meeting room within the building. 

The researcher scheduled the focus group session for a Wednesday 

&ernoon. The purpose of this t h e  selection was to minimize the amount of 

oveaime as several of the participants wodd be attending on the2 days o e  or 

working an afternoon shift. An agenda was developed to aid in meeting the 

objectives of the session within the three-hour period, 6 t h  the session starting 

at 1:00 PM and finirJhing at 4:00 PM. The researcher hoped that during the 

three-hour session, the participants wodd discuss the bct ional  requirements 

for the mapping application, the necessary information categories, any specinc 

details for the application, and findy training issues associated with a new 

computer application. A support staff member attended the meeting to record 

the data and transcribe the focus group discussion. 

The session commenced with participant introductions since one of the 

participants worked in an agency outside the police department and had not 

previoudy met all of the other participants. Fo110wing the introductions, the 

agenda and handouts relating to information categories and requirements were 

distributed. The researcher expIained that the purpose of the session was to 

determine the functlonal and information category requùements of the proposed 

computer mapping appkation. In addition, the researcher expIained that the 



resdts fiom the ficus gmup session wodd form the bash of the request for 

proposal to be tendered for development of the cornputer mapping app1icatioe 

Before commencing the session, the researcher discussed the future use of 

the gathered information and session results. As well, the paxticipants 

completed a consent fom, (see appendur d). The researcher explained that the 

session results, in addition to being used in the project development, would aIso 

f o m  par t  of the researcher's project report for Royal Roads University. The 

participants were reassured that their identities would be protected throughout 

the research process. At that time, the researcher provided the participants with 

the opportunity to remove themselves fiom the session if they did not feel 

cornfortable in participating. Each of the participants continued with the focus 

group session, 

During the phase two focus group session, the researcher provided a 

demonstration of the prototype mapping application and explained to the 

participants that the purpose of using the prototype was to have a point of 

reference in determining the necessary working application functiom. At the 

conclusion of the demonstration, the group was asked to comment on what they 

did and did not Iike about the prototype. ApproximateIy 90 minutes of discussion 

took pIace around the functiond requirements and features of the prototype 

application. The participants were then provided with food and beverages and 

had a twenty-minute break. Dming this time, several of the participants 

continued to dianiss ideas for the mapping application. 



The participants reconvened to discuss, which information categoRes and 

details would be useful withùi a mapping application. Participants referred to 

the handouts provided by the researcher, which depicted each of the avaiIable 

information categories in the departmentts information management systems. 

The researcher again acted as a facilitator hying to ensure that each pzmticipant 

provided comments about dBerent information categories. For example, if the 

participants were discussing information pertaining to theft from vehicies, it was 

important that each participant was given the opportunity to provide comments, 

as this type of incident a e c t s  various divisions of the poIice department. 

The discussion of issues sunounding information categories extended into 

the time dot ted  to d e d  with training issues. The researcher had set aside 

thirty minutes to deal with training issues, however the dialogue regarding the 

Somation categories was productive for the participants. Thus, the researcher 

advised the participants that the discussion had ran overtime and asked the 

group if they would prefer to continue with the current discussion or move onto 

discussion of training issues. The information trainer and other group 

participants agreed to continue the current discussion. The deciaion was made to 

forward any training related concerns to the researcher who would foIIow-up 

with the training section and advise the remaining group members of the any 

training related outcomes. 

At the dose of the focus group session, the researcher thanked the 

participants for their invoIvement and encouraged those attending the eession tu 

follow-up on an ÏndrvlduaI bas& with any concerns or outstanding questions 



regardhg the project or the research study process. The participants were 

provided with a copy of the unedited session transcrip t, dong with a summary of 

the functiond requirements and information categories identined for integration 

into the request for proposal. Findy, the researcher requested that the 

participants review the minutes and the sumrnary of requirements, forwarding 

any changes, modifications, or c ldca t ions .  

The participants in the f m s  group worked welI together during the 

three-hou session. It was apparent that as the discussion of information 

categories moved to Merent areas, each participant provided suggestions based 

upon their experience and needs of their respective divisions. The g ~ u p  seemed 

to work better during the second hour as more discussion centered on the 

information categories for the mapping application. The participants were 

energetic and respectfuI when participants provided their ideas. Although three 

of the police ofncar participants were supervisors, holding a higher rank than the 

other police participants, the researcher did not note that th& power imbdance 

had an obvious impact on the discussion; the r&g police officers did not 

dominate the conversation, nor did they attempt to influence the other 

participants during the discussion. The poup also welcomed the comments and 

suggestions provided by the participant who worked in an outside agency. 

FoIIowhg the session, one of the participants sent the researcher e-mail 

thanking 6im for the opportunity ta participate in the f i  group stating "1 

found the atmosphere to be open and sincere". 



The transcription of the didogue fiom the session provided the researcher 

with an exceuent record of the discussion as it d o 1 d e d  over the course of the 

session. From the transcript, the researcher was able to d e h e  and d e t d  the 

functional requirements dong with the information categories, for integration 

into the request for proposal. 

The researcher identined a number of biases. M a r  to those occurring in 

the fist phase of the research. Fust, the researcher had considerable experience 

using a computer mapping application, and was involved in the development of 

the prototype used a s a point of reference during the session. Second, the 

researcher seIected the participants based on past working relationships with 

the participants. In other words, the researcher selected the participants based 

upon his opinion of the participant's knowledge, experience, and interest in other 

departmental projects. 

The second phase of the research study was a productive and successful 

focus group session that provided the information necessary to meet the debed 

objective of detailing the requirements for the request for proposal. The major 

consideration i d e n s e d  as a limitation in the second phase of the research study 

was the process of arranging the focus group session. Attempting to have ten 

participants, with busy schedules and different shift patterns, attend a meeting 

together proved a chdenging ta& However, the desire of the participants to 

attend heIped to overcome this lùnitation. One further Timitation identined was 

the time aüotted for the focus group. Unfortunate1~'~ not enough time was 

avdabIe to discuss training concerns. Management of this limitation codd 



occur by scheduluig a foIIow-up focus coup session, to specincdy ded with 

training issues, once the mapping application is developed and before its 

implementation, 

The focus group session concluded the f o m d  research study. Resdts 

from phase one and two of the research process was studied, couated, and 

analyzed to form the mapping application requirements as defined in the request 

for propos& 



CHAPTER FOUR DRESEARCH STUDY RESULTS 

This chapter provides a detded examination of the resdts and 

observations derived fkom coding the data of the questionnaire and focus group 

sessions described in Chapter Three. As discussed in the previous chapter, the 

research methodology included two phases: Gr&, presentation sessions that 

incorporated a questionnaire, and second a focus group session. 

The researcher used random sampling to gather participants for the 

presentation sessions and questionnaire in phase one. As Palys (199'7) describes, 

two criteria are essential for random seIection: nothing but chance 
must govern the selection process, and every sampling element 
must have an equal probabiIity of being selected If those criteria 
are met, the resdting sample will be representative of the 
population induded in the samphg tame (p. 125). 

The researcher met the above criteria by presenting the sessions at a variew of 

times in a format that dowed each section of the department and every member 

of the department to attend. Using a random samphg method provided validity 

to the research resdts since the participants of phase one represented a broad 

spectnim of the departmental members who have a wide range of technology 

backgrounds, 

In phase two, seeking to incorporate the understandings of people with a 

high technoIogical orientation, the researcher chose to use a purposive sampling 

method. With this sampling method "peopIe or Iocatiom are intentionaIIy sought 

because they meet some criterion for indusion in the studg" (Pdys, 1997, p. 137). 

The focus group members represented a varie* of intereats induding 



department members, Information Technology Section stakeholders, the 

Information Trainer for the department, and a manager of an outside agency 

involved with Engineering Information Systems. Gathering the ideas and 

opinions of these focus group members was an essential component of confirming 

the study findings nom phase one, in addition to determining the functionaLity 

and requirements of the mapping application program. 

The following section will expand on the previous research methodology 

discussion by describing the study results of the q u e s t i o ~ a i r e  and the focus 

group. As we& in this section of the report, the researcher wiU draw on the 

study results to outline the conclusions and recornmendations generated from 

the research. 

Study Findings 

As Chapter One explained, the research question for this project Ïs: 

What is required to successfulIy Întegrate computer mapping to 
the information management system of the Victoria Police 
Department? 

For the study findings to support the research question, four components need tu 

be present in the study hdings. The fist of these is that the results wilI 

demonstrate that the computer mapping application is useful and beneficial 

Second, the research resuIts shodd indicate th& the end-users of the application 

wodd reguIarly use the application. TEiird, the study r e d t s  wodd indicate the 

necessaiy information and firnctiond reqyirements of the application. Finally, 



the research hdings should indicate the trainingrequirernents needed to 

successfulIy integrate the mapping application. 

Phase One Questionnaire Findingç 

The five-part questionnaire was distributecl to 78 members of the Victoria 

Police Department; the response rate was high at 54% with the cornpletion and 

retuni of 42 questionnaires. OveralI, the format of the questionnaire was 

qualitative in nature since each of the questions asked for additional information 

or required a written response. The reseapcher chose a format of open-ended 

questions to increase the validiw of the research resdts. Palys (1997) explains 

that 

open-ended questions leave a lot up to the respondent; they really 
are open to a wide range of responses, depending on the 
respondent's own concerns. Closed or structured questions, in 
contrast, d o w  the respondent only a srnaIl range of responses ... 
and involve some pre-supposition on the researcher's part about 
which aspects of a given issue are important to address. (p. 164) 

By allowing the respondents to use their own words to describe why and how a 

mapping appücation wouId be useful, the researcher minimized the idtuence of 

suggestion. AIthough the researcher strove to deuease extemal influence in the 

questionnaire format, as  part of the open-ended question format some suggested 

answers were &en, one could then specdate as to whether these suggestions 

were Ieading to the respondents. However, white the suggested answers did 

appear in some questionnaire responses, they di& not appear in alI responses and 

were not idenmed as dominant themes. 



The Çst section asked the respondents tu provide some demographic 

information by indicating the area of the department in which they worked As 

indicated in table 4.1,71 percent of the respondents worked in the atea of Patml 

and 17 percent of the respondents indicated that their area of work was in the 

t r f i c  division. The Cornmunity PoIicing Division and the Detective division 

respectively represented Eve and seven percent of the respondents. 

1 Division of Respondent 1 Number of Responses 1 Percentage 1 
Cornmuni* PoIicin~ Division 
TraEc 

Since 71 percent of the respondents were h m  PatroI, the division that 

Detective 
Other 

generdy  represents the operational members of the department, the data fkom 

2 
7 

the questionnaire is appIicable to the research question. Yet, as Cook and 

5% 
L7% 

Table 4.1 

3 
O 

Campbell, (as cited in Palys, 1997)) suggest, "even if one acquires a 

7% 

0% - 

representative sample and hence generates results that can be generalized to the 

population as a whole, those results won% necessarily aIso hoId for all subgroups 

within the populationfr (p. 136). Due to the reIativeIy small sample size of 42 

respondents, and recognipng that a s m d e r  sampIe size increases the risk of 

error when using random samphg methods, if the researcher found a signincant 

variance in a data resuIt, he wodd  need to complete M e r  research to eKplore 

that area. However, in t6i4 p8Ptlcular reseaich study, the r e d t s  found in the 



data, fol questions one to three, were highly congruent amongst each 

departmental area. 

Following the demographic section of the questionnaire were four open- 

ended questions that sought the members' comments and ideas on what incident 

types wodd be useful to incorporate into the applicatio~l 

The fhst question asked, "Do you thulk a mapping program is a usehl 

tool for operationa1 members?" The respondents were asked to indicate yes o r  no 

and to detail theV responses. The results of this question were highly 

affirmative with dI of the respondents indicating that a mapping application 

wodd be useW. Two metathemes emerged from the question one data 

regarding how the mapphg application wodd be useful These metathemes are 

visual representation and pattern or probIem identincation. Within each of 

these metathemes two theme areas were also apparent (see table 4.2) 

Metathemes and Themes from Study Results of Question 1 
ls a Mapphg Application a Useful Tool For Operationa[ Memben? 

1 Metatheme 1 1 Metatheme 2 1 
I Vbud Representation 1 Problem or Pattern Identification 1 

The hst metatheme to emerge fkom the data was the usefulness of the 

visud representation of the mappmg application. Manfr of the respondents 

- 

Theme 2: Ease of Use Thme 2: Investigative Aid 

Table 4.2 



commented that "at a glance you get an overview or a d e t d e d  breakdown of 

crime trends in a particdar area" (GehI. 1999). Two themes emerged related to 

the metatheme of visud representation. These themes are timeliness and ease 

of use, 

The theme ofthelïness refers to the ability of the mapping application to 

provide "up to date visud information" (Gehl, 1999). Respondents identined that 

the tool was an "efficient method of transferrlng information to others" (Gehl, 

1999). In addition, the application provided "timely i d o  to be appIied proactively 

and reactively. Thus, the application was noted to be a u s e N  tool dowing  

officers to "make sense of and organize the c& we take" (Gehl, 1999). 

A second theme relating to the ease of use of the application emerged 

under the metatheme of visual representation. Several of the respondents 

indicated that the tool made it "easier to view, access, and obtain information" 

(Gelil, 1999). As weU, respondents commented positiveIy on the functional 

capabiiiw of the mapping application that provides the officers with "easy access 

to in50 on scene" and the "ability to extract information" (Gehl, 1999). 

The second metatheme derived fkom the andysis of the Erst question 

refers to the usefulness of the mapping tool as one respondent indicated, "in 

identifging problem areas" (GehI, 1999). One M e r  respondent indicated that 

the tool "makes use of the data we spend a great deal of tune collecting" (Gel& 

1999). Once these patterns are identiaed, the tooL then assists further by 

heIping to identify where to allocate work foice resources. 



The aspect ofresource allocation was one of two themes that emerged 

under the metatheme of pattern identification. One of the respondents noted 

that the application proves useful by allowing "more accurate and efficient 

targeting ofproblem areas" (Gehl, 1999). A second respondent echoed this 

thought and commented that the tool provided the "abilxty to concentrate 

activities to problem areas" (Gehl, 1999). Once resources have been docated, 

the mapping application broadens its usefulness as a .  enhancement to crime 

investigation, 

The second theme derived under the metatheme of pattern identincation 

is the usefidness of the tool as an aid to investigations. In other words, the 

mapping tool is usefid not o d y  for highlighting the crime probIem areas, but also 

as "a vital tool to enhance the investigation of a crime" (Gehl, 1999). A number 

of respondents indicated that the application wodd be a beneficial investigative 

tool since it provides a ''valuable source of information" (Gehl, 1999). 

Thus, the k s t  question of the study resuIts indicated that respondents 

felt the rnapping application wodd  be a beneficial tool This was an important 

determination for the researcher to make since it supports the research question. 

An essentid facet in determining what Ïs required to successfirlly integrate a 

cornputer mapping application is the confirmation that the operational members 

wodd h d  a mapping application usefuL 

The second question of the questiomaire asked the respondents, "what 

are the incident types pou feel wouId be bene6ÜaL to see in a mapped display 

(fights, panhandIers, etc.)?" Five categories of incident types (see table 4-3) 



emerged fiorn the study bdings. These categories were, in order offkequency of 

occurrence, property crimes, auto crimes, persons, location and movement 

(L&M)+ and trafnc enforcement, 

The incident category ofpmperty crimes occurred most frequently with 38 

respondents cornmented on this category. Of these respondents, 79% indicated 

that it wodd be beneficial to see break and enter (E!&E) incidents in a mapped 

display. A h o  noted in the property crime category as being vduable incidents to 

display were theft (all types), pawn information, and property crime information. 

The next category, 33 respondents cited as important to indude in a 

Property 
Crimes 

Break and 
enter 

Thefi dl types 

Pawn 
information 

P r o p w  crime 
information 

i 

Table 4.3 

mapped display. was auto crime incidents. TheR fiom vehicle and theft of 

~ u t o  crimes 

Thefi fiom 
vehide 

Th& ofvehicle 

Areas of vehicle 
disposal 

Drug offences 

Persons 

Disturbances: 
fights, noise 
cornplaints 

Asaault aiI types 

Suspicbus persons 

Locations and 
Movement 

Street check of a 
known offender 
or suspiaous 
person 

TrafEc 
Enforcement 

Motot vehicle 
accident information 

TraSc enforcement= 
where, why and 
when tickets are 
written 



vehicle emerged as essentid incident types to display. Also mentioned under 

this category was the display of areas where stolen vehicles are commonly 

abandoned 

The third category evidenced in the study resdts for question two is that 

of persons. This category refers to crimes that include, but are not E t e d  to, 

disturbances such as fights or noise complaints, assadts of all  type. miscbief, 

drug offences, and suspicious persons. Respondents indicated a variet- of 

incident types h m  this category that would be beneficial to see in a mapped 

display, but the frequency of responses occurred most often for the incident types 

of disturbances, assadts, mischiec and drug offences. 

The fourth category present in the study h d i n g s  is tha t  of location and 

movement &&m. L&M refers to the process whereby ofncers check on a known 

offender or suspicious person. The member then submits a brief synopsis of the 

check, which is entered into the records information system. A number of 

respondents indicated that this would be a valuable incident trpe to include in 

the mapping application. 

The f ia l  category that emerged fkom the question two responses is that 

of trafic enforcement. Two incident types noted for t h  categorp are motor 

vehicIe accident and traffic enforcement- T r a c  enforcement wouId indude 

where and why tickets are TKPitten. 

The third question asked the respondents "what details for each incident 

type w d d  you went to be dispIayed? (e-g. Theft fiom auto -vehicle make, yew 

etc.)!' Findings from this question support and parde1 the kdings h m  



question two since the details noted directiy reIated to the incident types 

identined as beneficial to see in a mapped display. 

In order of occurrence. the respondents indicated that they would want 

the following details displayed: 

Property information 
Information about stolen and recovered property 
Descriptions of the property, including make and mode1 

Break and Enter details 
Time, date, and location 
Point of entry and method of entry 

Modus Operandi - suspect's method of operation 

Suspect Idormation 
Suspect name and description 
Number of suspects 
Toob used in B&E 
Cautions with regard to weapons 
Associated Vehides 

Incident Reference 
Fite number 
CAD C d  number (Cornputer Aided Diepatch number) 

The fourth and final question asked respondents to indicate the kequencp 

with which they would use the mapping application based on the features they 

had previously Iisted Table 4.4 indicates the study hdings for fiequency of use 

and percentage of respondents who noted this value. Five of the for@-two 

respondents selected more than one category for eequency of use. One of the 

respondents, who indicated several responses for fkequency of use, eIaborated 

that the serioumess or fieguency of an offence wodd influence this access. This 

respondent went on to comment that "this is the best 'toolr so far in this cornputer 



generation ofpolicing. ..for the bisual' persons this concept is a dream" (Gehl, 

1999). Three respondents iadicated that the program would be used "once per 

shift minimum". One of these respondents indicated that once per shift "is a 

minimum - it would change based on circumstances". 

Frequency of Use Percentage 

1 Several times per shiR 

Once per shift 10 24% 

Once per block 
(one bIock = 4 X 12 hour shifts) 5 12% 

1 Never use it l O I 0% I 

This question, asking respondents to indicate how often they wodd use 

the mapping application, represented the only signincant divergence in the study 

results. AIthough the majority of the respondents indicated that they would use 

the program several times per shift, five respondents uidicated they wodd ody 

use the program once per block. Three of these respondents were detectives, one 

respondent was fiom CPD, and one was a patroI member. 

WhiIe this resdt does not deter fiom the study kdings of the mapping 

application as being a useful tool this differentiation is significant for future 

consideration of training allocations. As such, th& area of the study resuIts 

indicates that the departmenta1 section most likeLy to h d  immediate bene& 

fiom the mapping appIication is the PatroI Division h other words, if a limited 

Total 

Table 4.4 

42 100% 



training budget exists, the Pahol Division of the department shodd be 

designated as the section to receive the initial fundU1g. 

The study findixigs for question four indicate a majority of 

operational members wodd use a mapping application similar to the p ro tome  

demonstrated during the presentation sessions. In the comment section 

provided for question four, 69% of the respondents provided a written response. 

None of the written comments provided negative feedback regarding the 

mapping application program. One respondent stated that "money for this 

system wilI be well spent" (Gehi, 1999). Another respondent stated "1 strongly 

believe this wodd be a valuable tool in effectively doing our job. This wodd  

enable us to have a sfzong proactive role in preventing &/or investigating many 

incidents - esiieciall\r property crimes" (Gehl, 1999). 

The questionnaire resdts strondy support integrating a mapping 

application. For instance, some of the comments from respondents (Gehl1999) 

induded: 

+ "unlimited potential and use" 

4 "an excellent idea with a common sense approach to aseist 
police in better enforcement initiatives" 

However, some respondents cautioned the researcher to consider the technical 

capabsties of the end-user. For instance, one respondent commented "gwd idea 

- - must be easy to use ... not cornputer expertsn (ûehI, 1999). SimilarIy. another 

respondent stated "1 think as it became implemented people wodd use it more 

often as new appIications mise. The more cornpiete the system, the more peopIe 

wiII use it, especiaIly ifit is user Eendly* (GehI, 1999). These comments became 



important considerations during the focus group session in phase two of the 

research. For instance, it was important to highlight s k p L i c i ~  of use and 

technical capabilities of the end-users as recommendations &om the phase one 

research hdings. 

Phase Two Focus Group Findings 

The purpose of the research focus group was to incorporate the research 

findings from phase one uito the development of the request for proposd (RFP) 

to design the mapping appIication. The participants of the focus group expanded 

the sfxdy kdings in phase one by applying the information categories and 

details indicated in the questionnaire results to the process of deveIoping how 

the &al mapping application wodd look and function. Dtning the RFP 

development process the focus group examined three aspects: fist, how would 

you want to display the information, second, how would you like the inf?ormation 

to look, and third, how would you Iike to query the information? FuiaUy, the 

focus group discussed training and evduation components of the mapping 

Mplementation process. 

The focus group determined three objectives for the initial phase of the 

mapping application. As ÏndÏcated in the RFP ( G d  & Hennessey, 1999) 

appendix (e). these objectives are: 

f. To provide operational members in the &Id with access to "user 
dehedr mapped hfbrmation on crimind and non-crimind activities 
within the Citp of Victoria. 



2. To provide mapped information fiom the HTE information 
management system which indudes, Cornputer Aided Dispatch ( C m ) ,  
and Records Management System (CRIMES), that will enable 
operationd members to access tkneIy, detded information to, in hirn, 
assist as an investigative bol for specüïc incidents, 

3. To provide operationd superrrisors with mapped information that will 
assist with decision support, for deployment resouices. 

As weU, the focus group concurred with the categories and incident details 

outlined in the phase one-research results. Thus, five incident type categories 

were outlined by the focus group (GehI & Hennessey, 1999, appendix (e)). The 

application design would allow user dehed access to date and thne parameters 

in the for the following incidents: 

Auto crimes (stolen vehicles, the& kom vehides, recovered stolen 
autos). 

Trafnc Acude~tlEnforcement information (information fiom accident 
and violation ticket tracking modules). 

Property crimes information (residentiaI and commercial break and 
enter). 

Location and movement information (persons checked reIative to 
Incident locations) 

Generd CAD information (information on a variety of CAD c d  types 
for resource depIoyment, eg., assadtsl disturbances/ panhanders, 
etc.) 

The objectives of the rnapping application and the incident categories were 

inmrporated to form part of the application requirement section for the RFP. 

The focus group again cowborated the phase one group resuIts and 

stated that the application must be "simpie to usew (GehI & Hemessey, 1999, p. 

4). Therefore, the focus group membere outlùied that the appIication reqrrired 



functionaüty to support this sÎxnpiitit4f and to alIow for training to be c h e d  out 

through roll ca l l  training while the members are on duty. Another requirement 

identined and incorporated into the RFP, was that the program supplier wodd 

be responsibIe for provided a four hour training semina to the information 

trainer dong with six to eight members; in tuni, these participants wodd train 

the remainder of the police department members. 

Findy, the focus group determineci that evaluation of the mapping 

application would be ongoing. The measurement indicators wadd be based on 

the eequency of application use on a monthly bas& coupled with the users' 

comments on the benefits and limitations of the application in the performance of 

their duties, 

Implementuig the developed computer mapping apprication would require 

changes to the current structure ofinformation management within the Victoria 

Police Department. As with any change process, there are issues inherent to tbis 

process that need attention. The foUowing chapter w3.l discuss some of these 

issues in detail, 

Study Conclusions 

The study fîndings fkom both phases of action research positively support 

the research question of what is needed to successfully integrate computer 

mapping into the Victoria Police Department. WhiIe several conclusions have 

been derived h m  the study results* the most signincant conclusion is that the 

integration of a mapphg application wouId be a usefuI tool for operational 



members. This conclusion is bighlighted since there wodd be no need to proceed 

further with the program development if the program was found non-viable. The 

following list indicates four conclusions drawn h m  the atudy results: 

A computer mapping application is a useful tooI for 
operational members. 

The computer mapping application should incIude five 
incident categories. These are propem crimes, auto 
crimes, persons, location and movement, as weU as 
tr&c enforcement- 

The application must provide k e l y  information that is 
easily accessed by members with varying degrees of 
computer skill. 

The PatroL Division shodd be the focus of the initial 
training on the application use, 

Study Recommendations 

The study hdings uidicate support for the process of integrating a 

mapping application. Thus, the researcher recommended proceeding with 

development the Request for Proposal (RFP) for subsequent tendering for 

development of the computer mapping application. In addition. the researcher 

recommended integration of the research resulCs into the RFP to ensure that 

areas such as simpIicity of use, incident categories, and end-user dehed 

processes were induded in the application design. Findy, the researcher 

recommends that farther research incorporate stakehoIders extemal to the 

Victoria Police Department. %y mduding other departments in future research, 

the potentid e e t s  for information shaRng across muItip1e agencies. 



CHAPTER FlVE - RESEARCH IMPLICATlONS 

Chapter five of this report discusses two areas of the project research 

implications. These areas are implications related to implementing a computer 

mapping program application to the Victoria Police Department information 

management systems, and the considerations for further research. 

Organization lmplementation 

The planned implementation of the proposed mapping application wïil 

employ an incremental approach starting with acquiring and uistalling ten 

computer workstations and a server to run the mapping program. The o v e r d  

goal of the Mplementation plan is to provide an opportuniw to ascertain if 

computer mapping provides an efncient means of accessuig and disseminating 

information to members of the police department. The initial implementation of 

the mapping application will be to the Victoria Police Department, with the 

potentid for fitture expansion of the project to multiple poIice agencies. Figure 

5.1 provides a visual representation of the implementation process. 

Specinc departmental implications for project implementation uicIude 

determining the needs of the IT section. The IT section wiIl need to write the 

queries and install the software components necessary to use the mapping 

appIic8tion- Other commitments ofthe PT section codd potentiaIty dehy the 

impIementation of the mapping appIication, However, the IT section were 



involved throughout the planning process and were consulted regarding the 

programming requirements; therefore, the PT section has dot ted  time to 

complete these requirements. As wek if the IT section meets with unexpected 

demands and does not have the necessary the  available to manage the technicd 

requirements of the application, the project budget has a provision dowing for 

contract Il' personnel to W this cornponent of the implementation pmcess. 

The PT section of the Victoria Police Department was involved in planning for the 

provision for contracting outside programmers, thus bringing in external help 

shodd not become a conflicting situation for the interna1 IT section. 

[ PiU Pmject presented to area police deperbnents and ICBC 1 
I 

1 Anaiysis of quantaative and q u d i  mults fmm the pilot ptoîect 1 

Figure 5.1 

PM& ConcIuded 

Once the technical aspects of the mapping application are devehped, the 

Recommended lrnpiementation of cornputer mapping 

next phase of implementation is the training component. The planned training 

sessions wiIt be one hour long wi th  approlomately six members attending a 

session. The training session format will be a "han& on" interactive session with 

for poiïcing on a regiona1 bais 

r 

Study Resub DistnbuZed to area poiice departments 
and ICBC 

the new application. Members will be given a senes of problem scenarÏos to solve 

- 
. 

using the application. For exampIe, these scenmios may include Iocating a 



specinc make and mode1 of stolen vehide, or determining how many break and 

enters occurred with the same methods of entry over a specined period The 

p l a ~ e d  training inchdes additional sessions for members who feel they need 

more tkne to become famiIiar with the appIication. 

Using the new application a t  the start ofeach shiR and as àn 

investigative aid are ~(Ro applications of the mapping program that the trainer 

win highlight for rnembers and supervisors to use during the pmgram pilot. 

Since the mapping application represents new technology, the researcher will 

solicit ongoing comments fkom the users for improvements to the system. In 

addition, the statisticd log h c t i o n  within the computer mapping application 

will rnonitor the program usage; throughout the pilot program, the researcher 

will review the derived usage statistics on a monthIy basis. When the six-month 

period for the pilot occurs, the researcher wiII distribute a follow-up 

questionnaire to the appIication ueers. Using an open-ended question format, 

the aim of this foIIow-up questionnaire is to determine how often the members 

use the application, if the information accessed in the application is usefuI, and if 

there is perceived benefit in moving to a muIti-agency Ievel for computer 

mapping. 

As an adjunct to the pilot project, the researcher will provide information 

sessions ta area police departments and to ICBC on the scope and purpose of the 

pilot project. The information sessions will S u d e  the perceived benefits of 

shanng information through cornpater rnapping on a mdti-agency basis. At the 

compIetion of the project, the researcher wiIl distcibute the study resuIts fiom 



the pilot to ICBC and area departmenta. If the study resdts  are favourabIe, the 

next phase in the impIementation process to move toward regiond empIoyment 

of the computer mapping application or  a similar application capable of 

supporting multiple police agencies. 

From the organizational standpoint, a final point to discuss is the 

implication of not undertaking the change process. For the o v e r d  functioning of 

the Victoria Police Department, there relatively few implications if the program 

did not proceed However, one implication is that the department wodd miss 

the opportunity to participate in the process ofdetermining if computer mapping 

is a viable tooI for police officers to use in accessing and disseminating 

uiformation. In addition, the department codd overlook a valuable opportunity 

to explore the expansion of existing technology to meet information management, 

resource allocation, and investigative needs. 

Future Research 

There are several recommendations the researcher wodd make toward 

enhancing future research in the etudy of computer mapping applications. 

Although the research resdts fimm this project iüustrate the types of 

information that police officers as end users of a computer mapping application 

require, one limitation of thÏs study is the isolation of the research sample group 

to a single poIÎce department. Future research codd broaden the sample size by 

studying responaee from maltipIe p o b  agencies, thus addreseing the issues of 

reliabiüty and validity of the research results. As Pdys (1997) e r r p I h ,  



reIiability refers to "the degree to which repeated observation of a phenomenon - 

the same phenomenon at different times, or the same instance of the 

phenomenon by two different obsemers - fields similar results" (p. 424). Thus, 

to provide reliabiliQ to the data, future research would seek to validate the 

statistical signitcancce of the research study hdings by expanding studies to 

indude other police agencies. 

FinaUy, one nuther recommendation for future research is to seek larger 

representation fiom sections outside the Patrol Community Policing, Trafnc, 

and Detective Divisions. Future researchers c o d d  consider expansion of this 

sample group to indude speciaiized sections sueh as: Forensic Identification 

Units who may use computer mapping for crime scene analysis, and Emergency 

Response Team or Explosive Disposal Units that may identify computer mapping 

as a useful tool in managing critical incidents. For instance, these sections may 

employ computer mapping applications proactively to map high risk premises 

such as public buildings or schooh; these generated maps codd then be used to 

asaist officers in managing containment or manpower disbursement in 

emergency situations including hostage taking, building fies, or bomb threats as 

examples. 



CHAPTER SIX - LESSONS LEARNED 

Research Projed Lessons Learned 

There are several Iessons the researcher learned during the project 

process. First, pilot projects involving the implementation of new technology in 

an organization are extremely time consumkig. This was one axea that the 

researcher underestimated, as such an important understanding the researcher 

gained is that planning technology change for an organization requires patience 

because there wi l l  be delays. An essential component of managing the time 

considerations is to expect and accept delays. As well, consideration must be 

given to the time commitments, achedules, and priorïties of other stakeholders. 

For example, this project cornmenced in the fall of 1997 and took two years to 

move into the RFP and tender phases; however, the researcher had prematurely 

anticipated that the same process would occur in a much shorter period of t h e .  

A second Iesson the researcher Iearned concerns the demographics of 

choosing the sample group. In this project, the sample group was Iimited to 78 

participants who represented police officers. Idedy, the researcher should have 

included all sworn and cidian staff of the Victoria Poüce Department in the 

presentation and questionnaire components of the phase one research study. By 

not induding all members of the department, the researcher Iimited the sampIe 

eize of the project and potentidy misaed important input by cmrliaa members of 

the department who are invoIved in processes such as data entry into the 



cornputer mapphg appkation. In firture project development, the researcher 

wodd incorporate a broader sampIe size. 

The third lesson the researcher identined is that the focus group session, 

to determine the functiond and information requirements for the application 

and the RFP. may have benefited from the inclusion of participants Geom other 

area police agencies who are potentially future users of the application. During 

the planning process, the researcher considered asking other departments to 

participate. However, due to the broad and differing continuum of technologid 

infiastructures of the nine local police departments, the researcher decided to 

limit the Erst phase of the pilot study to the Victoria Police Department. ARer 

completion of the initial pilot, the researcher wodd seek expansion of the project 

to include the involvement of other police agencies. 

Although not necessdy a Iesson Iearned by the researcher, but a 

component that the researcher identifies as integral to the success of the project, 

is ongoing communication with the project stakeholders and participants. One 

Iimitation the researcher experienced was that thne constraints and 

commitments to other work projects prevented him &om attending further 

briehg sessions to personally provide updates to members of the department. 

To attend to this con~traint~ throughout research phases of the project, the 

members of the organisation receivad status reports and updates through 

circdation of the minutes twice montMy meetings of the department's 

TechnoIogy Advisory Group PAG). 



Again reIathg to time constraints, the researcher found that planning 

adequate amounts of time for each phase is an important aspect of the research 

process. To promote discussion and awareness of the pilot project, before both of 

the action research phases, the participants were provided with information 

concerning the purpose and content of the sessiom. The researcher found that 

the phase one presentation and questionnaire sessions worked weU and that 

adequate time was available during the briehg sessions at the commencement 

of the shiRs. In contrast, the researcher found that the three hours provided for 

the focus group was not enough to f d y  discuss training requirements. Ta 

address this limitation, the researcher had a prelimin~iry meeting with the 

trainer to diacuss the training needs. In addition, before impiementhg the 

project, the researcher, trainer, and program developer are meeting to address 

training requirements. For future focus groups, the researcher wodd set aside a 

minimum of four to five hours depending on the project requirements. 

To conchde this section, the lessons leanied by the researcher during the 

research phases are concentrated to three areas. These areas are organizationd 

participation, ongoing communication with stakeholders and participants, as 

well as reIationship building. When pIanning future research projects the 

researcher wodd endeavour to incIude a broad base of organizationd 

participation. FinalIy, the researcher recognizes the importance of fostering and 

mat-g strong collaborative rehtionships with aIl Ïnternal stakeholders, 

external stakehdders, and p8Pticip811ts- 



Program Lessons Learned 

Required Corn pet encies: 

1 c. P rovide Leadership 

Three characteristics demonstrate this competency. First, the researcher 

demonstrates leadership by adjusting bis or her leadership styIe to meet the 

needs of a given situation. Second, the researcher demonstrates a cornmitment 

to see the successful completion and implementation of the project. Third, the 

researcher consistentIy provides an example for others to follow. The abZty of 

the researcher to demonstrate this competency may be evaluated by the facuity 

supervisor and the project sponsor. 

The researcher initiated this project in November of 1997. During the 

Iast two years, numerous challenges arose which created deIays in proceeduig 

with the pmject. For example, the pilot project required an initial budget of 

$65,000.00. Funding was received &om ICBC Auto Crime Strategies after the 

researcher madz application, and provided a presentation to the funding 

selection panel on the scope of the project. At this time, the pilot project 

desdbed in the Major Project report is underway with implementation of the 

cornputer mapping application schedded for A p d  of 2000. 

Recogiiiwng that projects require thne and cornmitment, the researcher 

demonstrated this competency by moving forward in the project development 

although the delaps at times proved hstrating- As weIL, the researcher 



demonstrated this competency by empIoyhg an indusive and collaborative 

approach throughout the project. 

2b. Apply systems thinking to the solution of leadership and leaming 
problems. 

This competency evaluates the researcher's ability to appIy systems 

thinking to the solution of leadership and leatning probIems. Characteristics 

that demonstrate this competency indude maximipng consensus amongst the 

systems affected by change, effectively planning and managing project 

development, ident-g system elements that may innuence the change 

process, and selecting strategies that support the workpIace h a t e .  In as much 

as the project report includes an in-depth discussion of the action research 

method used, research implications, and Iessons leanied the faculty supervisor 

rnay evaluate this competency. In addition, the workplace sponsor rnay d s o  

evaluate this competency &ce the researcher and the workpIace sponsor have 

spoken regularly about the project and its ongoing developments. As welI, the 

researcher has provided the workplace sponsor with copies of the data resdts  in 

the project proposal and ôrom the focus gmup sessions. 

The researcher demonatrated the abiliw to apply systems thiinking 

throughout the research project. He employed action research methodology to 

&ditate the active participation in the reseaxch process of department 

members. Understanding that the project wouId o d y  have viabiiity ifrecognized 

by the end users as important, the r e s e d e r  cîeveIoped a project plan that 

sought ongoing input h m  qstem stakehoIders thioughout the planning process. 



The researcher continued to demonstrate the value he places on systems 

thinking and collaborative leadership and carried out numerous presentations to 

these groups duRng the course of the project. 

The researcher M e r  demonstrated this competency by the development 

and integration of the pmject plan- The researcher devdoped a plan that moved 

through the processes of iden-g the initid project concept and o u t h e  to the 

definition of the RFP - the deliverable of the project; this planning process 

demonstrated systems thinking. For instance, the researcher developed a format 

of information sessions that involved the organization through presentations and 

a questionnaire. As weU, the researcher then presented the results of the 

questionnaire to the department's senior management. to seek their 

recomrnendations before proceeding. After acquiring the funding from ICBC, the 

researcher retumed to the orgnnization to faditate a focus group to defïne the 

EiFP requirements. 

IdentoiQing the need to modify exhthg idormation management systems 

used the Victoria Police Department to provide more efficient information 

management, the researcher applied systems thinking when preparing the 

content of the presentations. Findy, the questionnaire and focus gmup 

strategies were selected for this project as effective ways of seeking participation 

&om a large number of individu& within the organization; thus demonetrating 

the importance of induding organiaational pdc ipa t ion  as a method of 

supporting change strategies. 



5a. Identify, locate and evaluate research findings. 

The literature review and research resuIt analysis in the Major Project 

report demonstrates mastezy of this competency. The scope of the Iiterature 

review illustrates the impact of technology change in organhations. 

Furthemore, the research on computer mapping for police applications provides 

the reader with an understanding of what the future holds for geographicd 

information systems (GIS) for police organizations. In particular, the literature 

research describes the shift in technology focus for GIS from a specialized section 

using GIS for crime andysis to a computer mapping application accessed by the 

end-user. 

The analysis of the research methodology and hdings also demonstrates 

mastery of this competency, which may be evaluated by the facuIty supervisor 

and the project sponsor. 

5b. Use research methods to solve problems. 

The Major Project and the final report demonstrate the researcher's use of 

two processes to coUect infomation from the organization toward the 

development of the reqriirements for the computer mapping application. The 

selected methods incorporated qualitative and quantitative measurements. 

Research resuh from these action research phases contributed toward the 

information and functional req-ments for the pilot phase of the computer 

mapping application for the Victoaa PoIice Department. Evalriation for this 

competency is based on the reseaxh rnethodology, and study r e d t s  of the Major 



Project report. The faculty superviaor and the project sponsor may evduate this 

competency 

7b. Cornmunicate with others through wnüng. 

Completing the Major Project allowed the researcher to commUILic8te in 

writing in a variety of formats. DuRng the course of the project, the researcher 

communicated in writing to both internd and extemai stakeholders as well as 

participants. The researcher used several writing styles when preparhg the 

various written materials for the project such as the questionnaire that was 

given to participants and the request for proposal that would become part of a 

Iegd and binding contract; writing the latter required clear and succinct 

language. 

The researcher also demonstrated academicdy proficient ripriting of 

publis6able puality in preparing the project report. Use of literature references 

and publishaide materiai are demonstrated through the content of the Major 

Project f i a l  report. 

The faculty supervisor and the project sponsor may evduate this 

competency, 



Optional Cornpetencies 

1 b. Dernonstrate leadership characteristics. 

This competency is demonstrated by the researcher's ability to employ the 

skills of consensus building and visioning- This competency may be evaluated by 

the project sponsor who participated in the review and recommendations for the 

final contract for funding the pilot project. 

The initial phase of action research for the Major Roject involved 

consensus building to determine the interest and viabi1it-y of proceeding with the 

pilot project. The effectiveness of the consensus building through the action 

research phases is demonstrated through the study findings and the focus group 

responses given by the project participants. The researcher incorporated the 

pazticipant responses within the study results portion of the Major Project b a l  

report, 

A signincant barrier that was identined fkom this project concerned the 

delays in obtaining fuxlding to proceed with the pilot project. Funding was 

provided through a grant kom an extemal agency. The time repuired 

estabiishing the  language terms for the contract between the City of Victoria, 

and ICBC caused delays. The researcher minimized the effect of these delaps by 

continuing to communicate with lCBC and encouraging forward movement of the 

project. 



3b. Provide consulting services to help organizations succeed. 

This competency is demonstrated by the researcher acting in a consulting 

role to provide orgriniaations with the anaiytical bols and organizationd 

necessary to help them succeed. 

The researcher demonstrated this competency by planning and 

implementing the various phases of the research project necessary to complete 

the request for proposal stage of the pilot project. The main purpose of this 

project was to improve the organizations' ability to manage information. This is 

consistent with the Victoria Police Department's strategic plan to use technology 

to make the organization more effective. The researcher has identined the 

statistical measurement built into the computer mapping application and a 

follow-up action research based qualitative survey a s  the organizationd 

performance indicators for the study to be carried out six months after the 

implementation of the pilot application. Results wiU be compared to the initid 

survey sample, which will serve as a benchmark for measurement. 

The project sponsor may evduate this competency most effectively. 

3c. Create and lead teams. 

The researcher striving to b d d  effective teams and change development 

skills characterizes this competencg. As weII, this competency is indicated by the 

ability of the researcher to establish and monitor team t h .  

The researcher demonstrated this competency ehrough the process of 

presenting the project concept pmposd of impIementing computer mapping to 



members of the organization and extemal stakeholders to receive funding. 

Throughout the project process, the researcher fostered participant interest in 

the scope and development of the project. 

The researcher also demonstrated this competency by recruiting, 

organizùig, and facilitating a focus through the process of determinhg the 

fiinciional and information requirements used in deveioping the RFP for 

tendering. Both phases of research required considerable written and oral 

communication to bring to a successfuI condusion. The project sponsor rnay 

evduate this competency most effectively. 

4b. Evaluate the influence of technology on learning. 

This competency is demonstrated by the researcher's understanding of 

information management and the potential benefits of applying computer 

mapping technology to a poIice organization. The content of the Major Project 

report describes the impact of a new technoIogy and addresses the need for 

ongoing learning and training for the members of the organizatioa 

Furthemore, the report discusses the need for regional sharing of police 

information using existing technology. The researcher recognizes that while 

many facets of police training require a strucrtured approach, when impIementing 

tecboIogy applications there is a need for policing to make an organizationd 

and cuIt;uraI transition away fkom traditional Iearning and training practices to a 

Ieamer centred approach, Referring to the Major Project report-, the facdty 

supervisor and the workplace project sponsor may evduate this competency. 



7c. Communkate orally. 

This competency is demonstrated by the ability of the researcher 

to appropriately communicate orally with others. Facets of this competency 

indude the ab*@ to communicate verbal and non-verbal messages ClearIy. In 

addition, this competency is demonstrated by valuing the contributions of others 

and faciïtating discussions that ensure that all participants have the 

opporhmity to contribute their ideas. The project sponsor may evaluate this 

competency most effectiveIy. 

The Major Project provided a nurnber of opportunities for the researcher 

to speak with large groups and individuals. This communication induded 

convershg with and presenting to peers and senior managers fkom the Victoria 

Police Department, in addition tu senior managers fiom extemal stakeholder 

agencies such as ICBC. During the presentation sessions, the researcher 

employed PowerPoint and a prototype mapping application to provide vkud 

Mages to support his oral presentation. In addition, the researcher used formal 

and informal dialogue to engage participants. These c~mmunication processes 

allowed the researcher to build on pre-existing relationships with participants in 

the Victoria Police Department and to develop new relationships with exterd 

stakehoiders and project participants. 



At the time of submission of t hb  thesis, the cornputer-mapping project is 

well into the implementation phase. In December of 2999, through a tender 

process. usbg the Request for Proposal developed during the project research, a 

software vendor was selected to design the actud computer mapping application 

GeoLnfo Solutions0, the Company that designed the prototype computer mapping 

application, was the successfül vendor hom the tender process. 

In January of 2000, the Lnfomation TechnoIogy Section of the Victoria 

Police Department began writing the programs to extract the information nom 

the &cor& Management Systems (RMS) and Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) 

modules of the information management systems used by the police department. 

At the same time, ten additional computer workstations, a computer semer, and 

necessary software have been purchased for the implementation. 

It is anticipated that the computer mapping appIication WU be M y  

impIemented with training completed by May 2000. As stated previously, after 

completion of the six-month pilot project, an evaluation wiU occur to determine 

the viability ofexpanding the appIication to other poIice agencies within the 

lower Vancouver Island area- 
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APPENDICES 

Appendi (a): Organizational Chart of Victoria Police Department (Victoria Police 
Department, 199%) 



Appendix (b): Victoria Police Department Information Network 

Figure #2 
Victoria Police De~arbnent 
Information Network 

IBM AS 400 Mini-corn puter 
Records Management (RMS) and Computer 

Aided Dispatch (CAD) Systems 

25+ Mobile Cornputer Workstaffons 
in Police Vehfcles 

Worîcstations in 
Police Headquarters 

Computer Wotlrstaffons in 
2 Community Police SWons 



Appendk (c): Mapping Interface Application Questionnaire 

Division? 

1. Do you think a mapping program is a useful tool for operational members? 

Yes / No 

Wh y: 

2. What are the incident types you feel would be beneficial to see in a mapped 
display? (Fig hts, Panhandler etc.) 

3. What details for each incident type would you want to be displayed? (e.g. Theft 
from Auto - vehicle make, year etc.) 

4. How often would you use a mapping program with the features you have listed? 

Several times per shift 
Once per shift - 
Once per block - 
Never use it - 

Comments: 

Please fomatd completed questionnaire to Research, Audit and AnaIysis 
Secüon. Thank-yw. 



Appertdix (d): Focus Group Participant Consent Fom 

Victoria Police De~artment Mamine Interface Proiect 
Partici~ant Consent Form 

As outüned by the Project Co-ordinator, the purpose of this session is to 
determine the requiraments and specincations for the Mapping Interface 
Cornputer Application. The resdts fkom this session will be used for two 
purposes. First, the data wilI be used to draft the request for proposal for the 
propoaed computer mapping appIication Second, a s  part of the Project Co- 
ordinatorrs course ofstudy in Leadership and Training, the results will be 
discussed in the final project report, which wiU be submitted to the Victoria 
Police Department, and Royal Roads University, 

Please read the foIlowing carefully. I£ you wish to participate in this session, 
please indicate so by signing below: 

AU information obtained in this projedstudy wiU be kept confidentid in a 
safe and secure manner by the researcher/partitipant. 

The project/study wilI not idenafy you in any way. 

The faculty advisor h m  Royd Roads will have access to the cumulative data 
but not your identities. 

Questions and comments about the research process are welcomed at any 
time by you. 

Participant 

Participant Signature 

Thank you for your participation in this projectlstudy. 

Pruject Cosrdinator Date 

Bob GehI, C&# 145 
Research, Audit and Andysis Section 



Appendix (e): Request for Proposal for Computer Mapping Application 

THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF VICTORIA 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL NO. 254 

MAPPING APPLICATION INTERFACE TERMS OF REFERENCE 

"A picture con say a thousand words .... 88 

This report will outline the proposal for the development and integration 
of a mapping interface to the e e h g  Hm automated idormation management 
system used by the Victoria Police Department. 

The aim of using mapped information is to provide operationd members 
with access to pertinent incident information in a more efficient and timely 
manner. 

There are three objectives to the initial phase of the mappiag application: 

1. To provide operational members in the fiald with access to "user definedm 
mapped information on criminal and non-cnmind activities within the City 
of Victoria. 

2. To provide mapped information fkom the H7E information management 
system which indudes, Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD), and Records 
Management System (CRIMES), that wilI enable operationa1 members to 
access timdy, detailed information to, in hirn, aseist as an investigative tool 
for specinc incidenta. 

3. To provide operationa1 supervisors with mapped information that wiU assist 
with decision support, for depIoyment of resources. 

The Research, Audit and Analysis Section currently provîdes mapped 
incident iaformation to the operationd members on a weektp basis, The 
distributed maps are Iùnited ta speeinc incident types, and a set date range of 
seven days. The use of a cornputer mapping appIication wiIl enabIe operationd 
members to vïew incident information fiom GAD and CRIMES on a user-dehed 
basis. For example, a member begimhg &st dayshat can go to a workstation, 
open the mapping application, and query all the B&Ea. or Auto Crimes. for the 
members' asaigned area, for any t h e  and date period that is desired. The abZty 
ta see where incidents have occurred in a mapped format provides a snapshot br 
decision support to where routine patroIs should be ditected. AIL c d  types th& 
eHst in the CAD database are capable of being queried with the mappuig 



application. In addition, Location and Movement, and Accident idormation can 
be accessed. 

Future propoaed enhancements to the application are to provide an aerial 
photo layer that wiU overIay with the City of Victoria map. This feature will be 
beneficid as a critical incident management tooI, and as an investigative tooI. 

The application can be accessed through a workstation on the existing 
departmental network. It is proposed that the initial application be depIoyed to 
ten workstations that are utilized by operationd members in PatroI, Detectives, 
Comrnunity PoLicing, and TrafiFic Divisions. The sites wiU indude the two 
community stations, with access to the network through telephone modem. 

The design of the application wiU d o w  it to be adaptable to any CDtRMS 
used by police agencies. The applications' program laquage must accept several 
common Eie formats that will run in conjunction with MapInfo. Any future 
modincations or changes to the exiaeing Records and CAD databases will be 
adapted to the application. With this in mind the apphcation can potentially be 
"pilotedm by the Victoria Police Department, for future consideration in use by 
the E-Comm Piojed underway in the Lower Mainland. 

Training for the appücation can be conducted through "roll call" training 
with on-duty members. FoUow-up training can be compIeted on an individual 
basis as needed. 

The evaiuation for the use and performance of the mapping application 
be ongouig. Measurement indicators for the application wiI l  be based on the 
number of times the application is used monthly, in conjunction with user's 
comments on the application's assistance in the performance of their duties. 

1-0 INTRODUCTION 

This report will o u t h e  the integration of a mapping application interface 
to the Victoria Police departmenCs existing Cornputer AÎded Dispatch (CAD), 
and Records Management Sgstem (CRIMES). 

Three objectives can be met 6th the integration of a mapping application to 
exhting poIice information systems: 

P To provide operationd members in the fieId with access to =user dehed" 
information on mimina1 and non-cnminal activities within the City of 
Victoria, in both geographic and te&-based format dispIays. Users are able 
to d e h e  date, time parameters, alongwith specinc inciüent types dey wish 
to view. 



To provide information fkom CAD and CRMES, that will enable operationd 
members to access h e l y ,  detailed information to, in turn? assist as an 
investigative tool for spe&c incidents, and as an information source for 
directed routine patrol duties. The current method of extracting this 
information is oRen time-consuming due to the voIume of information that  is 
required to be viewed in a "text odf format. 

To provide operationai supervisors with decision support, for deployment of 
resources, based upon information displayed in a geographic format. The 
mapping application d o w s  the user to define information to obtain a 
"snapshot" in a graphical format, of what incidents have transpired over a 
given time and date range. 

2.0 BACKGROUND 

In January of 1996, the Victoria Police Department introduced crime 
analysis as  a means to iden*, and target, criminal and non-criminal activities, 
within the City of Victoria. Crime analysis itselfis a process by which 
information on criminal and non-criminal activity is couected, couated, analyzed, 
and finally distributed to the members of the Victoria Police Department. The 
information on curent crime trends and activities can then be used in the 
formation ofoperational plans, to deal with each speafic problem, or trend that 
arises. An operational plan may be as simpIe as the depIuyment of a patrol unit 
for directed patrols to a probIem area, or a more compIex plan such as a task 
force to ded 6 t h  a specinc aime series. 

The information used for crime analysis reporthg Ïs collected, and stored, 
in the Cornputer Aided Dispatch (CAD), and Records Management System 
(CRIMES) databanks, which are managed by an IBM@ AS400 cornputer. The 
stored information is dowdoaded, and rnanipulated using a PC-based 
spreadsheet and desktop mapping applications. These applications d o w  the 
data to be examined and queRed to determine existing pattern, and crime 
trends. 

At this time, the Research, Audit and Analysis Section distribute mapped 
idormation on specinc criminal activities such as property crime, and auto crime 
on a weekIy basis. The primary objective ofhtegra~g a mapping intefice to 
the existhg information system is to provide the distributed infirmation, as weII 
as other types of information, to the operational member in a more efficient, and . 

time1y mannec 

The Citfs Engineering Information Services Department provides the 
mapping files used by the Victoria Police Department. 



3.0 APPLf CATION FEATURES 

The application must contain the foUowing feahires: 

Application is wRtten in to run in conjunction with MapInfo Desktop 
Mapping Program. The application is capable of being customized to 
chmghg user needs. The Citg will be responsible for purchasing MapMo 
Licenses for the application. 

User can select date and t h e  ranges, c d  type(s), as weU as other 
parameters relevant to the specinc information type, e-g., select date and 
time ranges for B&E, dong  with premise type, point of entry type, suspect 
actions, property types, etc. 

Details of each record c m  be viewed in a "browser" (spreadsheet format in 
text format of each incident), as weU as each individual record viewed on map 
with information tool- 

Multiple layers can be viewed at one t h e ,  e-g., Break & Enter Iayer can be 
viewed in conjuction with L&M Iayer for same date time ranges. 

Displayed information can be prkited out. 

Provide a CAD and RMS that is capable of storing CO-ordinate information 
(longitude and latitude) for mapping for dispatch functions. 

The application wi l l  provide "user defined" access to date and time 
parameters for the followùig incident types: 

Auto Crimes (Stolen Vehides, Theft kom Vehicles, Recovered Stolen Autos). 

TraEc Accident/Ehforcement information.(Idormation fkom Accident and 
VioIation Ticket Tracking modules). 

Property Crimes information (Residential and Commercial Break and Enter). 

Location and Movement information (Persons checked reIative to incident 
locations)- 

General CAD information (riiformation on a variety of CAD Call types fot 
resource deployment, e.g, AssaulW DiSturbances/Panh8]ndIer etc.). 

Future enhancement8 indude the ability to access aenal photos ofthe City that 
ooerlay to the linear map. This feature will be beneficial for CnticaI incident 
management, and as an investigative aid. The Citfs (jeagraphic Information 
System (GIS) Strategic P h  indudes the implementation and use ofaerial 



photography for Engineering, and Planning applications* The aerial photo data 
that is planned for this use, can be shared with the Police Department, similar to 
the City address data that Engineering currently provides to the Police 
Deparhnent for crime analysis. The proposed application, and the information it 
c m  provide, can potentiallp be accessed thmugh a mobiIe workstation 

The a~~lication wiU be desimed to work in coniunction with Ma~Info and be 
- . -- 

adaptable to anv automated CAD and RMS svstem that a police-a~encv mav use. 

Upon researching the E-Comm Project underway in Vancouver. 
there are provisions in their RFP that the vendor will provide a CAD and 
RMS that is capable of storing CO-ordinate information (longitude and 
latitude) for mapping for dispatch functions. At this tkne there is no 
provision in the E-Comm RFP for a mapping application that can be used 
as an operational / investigative tooL The proposed application can 
potentialiy be utilized to meet such a provision. 

6.0 APPLICATION TRAINING AND SUPPORT 

Over the course of the demonstrations, several members cornmented that 
for the application to be utiüzed, it must be simple to use. With this in mind, the 
application will have several basic functions that will a h w  the member to zoom, 
pan, and select specinc calI types and search parameters. 

With the simpIe functions avdable, it is anticipated that training 
requirements c a n  be carried out through either "roll caIl" training, or while 
members are on duty, training several at one the .  The Supplier wi i i  be 
responsible for providing a four hour training seminar to approxhately 6-8 City 
members, so that they in tum will be able to train the ramainder of the Police 
members. 

6.0 FUNDlNG FOR MAPPING APPLCCATION 

Victoria Police Department has received funding for the pilot project 
through the Insurance Corporation of British CoIumbia GCBC) Auto Crime 
Strategies Grant Program. 



7.0 PROPOSAL SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND EVALUATION 
CRlTERlA 

The fonowing items shodd be included in your proposa1 submission and will be 
the basis for evduat io~  

trnplementation Plan 

Phase 1: 

Piloted by Victoria Police Department. the fkst phase wiU consist of 10 
sites includuig two community police stations. The solution wiU provide user 
defïned access to uiformation residing in modules within the HTE information 
management system. 

Vendor will provida a M y  functiond solution, implemented on or before 
March 1*, 2000. Intention to pilot the mapping application for one year, at 
which time the program will be evaluated 

Phase 2: 

Incrementd approach to provide other police agencies with accesslinput 
to mapped idormation on incidents occurring within Capital Regional District. 

The following qualifiers are used within this document to describe how a 
section or an individual requirement will be evaluated. 

Mandato~y: Vendors must respond to d RFP items identined as rnandatory. 

Requirements identified as mandatory are cIassSed as &cal to the 
operation of the mapping application. They represent featues that the 
partÏÜpating police agencies cannot function without- 

Failtire to reapond to the reqyirements in the mondatory category may 
r e d t  in elimination of the vendor's proposd due to non-cornpliance. 

HighLy Desirabte: Requirements identined as highly desirable are dassined as 
important to the operation of the mapping application, but on a Ievel o f k  
criticality than those repuirements identiüed as man&tory. 



Desirable: Reqilirements identined as desimble are not critical to the 
operation of the participahg agencies, but represent helpful or convenient 
features that would be of operational or administrative benefit to the project 
p d c i p  ants. 

SystemlFunctional Requirements 

Solution will be adaptable to ail existing police information networks. These 
indude Windows NT0 and NovelI0. (Mundatoory) 

Solution wiU be capable of Ïnterfacing tu MapInfo Professional software program. 
Victoria Police Department, Saanich PoIice Department, Vancouver Police 
Department, and Delta Police Department use MapMo. (Wandatory) 

Solution WU take advantage of an open communications network for data 
sharing. The need exists today and wiU increase in the future to communkate 
and share datalùrformation amongst local police agencies. Solution must support 
data transfer through ODBC. (Manâatory-) 

Solution wiII use GraphicaI User Interface (GUI) technology 
standards. (Btandatory) 

The solution must be based upon a *user Eendly" user interface that provides 
access to frequently used b c t i o n s  via a single key stroke o r  
mouse click, (Mandatory) 

Solution wiLI be capable of operating on a network with minimum P e n h  dass 
PC workstations. (Mandatory) 

Solution wiIL support muItipIe users acceseing the information through the 
application on a concurrent basis. (Mùndatoryj 

The solution must d o w  the user to print any system response, both graphicd 
and text based information. (Mondatory) 

Solution wiU provide a set oficons/tooIs, to provide the user with easy access and 
manoewrabr l i~  within the application. Uaing MapInfo icondtools as a term of 
reference, the foIIowing tooIs are required: Zoom In/Out, Grab Tool Idormation 
Select TooI, Marquee Select !hl, Radius Select TooI, and 
Change View TooL (IrighLy Desirab le) 

SoIution wiIl be capable of extracthg data h m  muItip1e ASCII mes, queried 
Eom the Victoria PoIice Department EPTE information management spstem, 
which will reside in a common infbirmation foider. (Miindatolyj 



Solution will allow the user to pefiorm queries fiom rnuItiple ASCII mes residing 
in the query folder, for concurrent display on map. For example, a user may 
querg theft h m  vehicle incidents, and suspicious person incidents and display 
both caIl types concurrently on a map. User vdI be able to distinguish the two 
c d  types based upon different symbols, and coIowrs for each incident 
type- ('2Mandatory) 

Solution will provide incident syrnbols which will displaylidentifjr where miritiple 
incidents are associated to a single address on the map. (Highly Desirable) 

Solution will provide a legend for the symbols represented in the mapped 
display. (Highly Desirable) 

Solution will plot the incidents based upon latitude and longitude information 
extracted fkom CO-ordinate fields within the query folder. (Mandatory) 

Solution will conform to user access security provisions for the interna1 cornputer 
network of the Victoria Police Department. Solution must provide user 
identincation and password protocols to access application. (Mandatom) 

Solution wiII provide administrative access to the application statistics on 
number of titnes program is accessed within a specified period (Mandatory) 

Solution wiu be capable ofperforming queries on data housed within the shared 
query folder. The user wi l l  be able to view the query results &om the solution 
within three seconds of the query being submitted for processing. (Mundatoly) 

Solution will provide architechne that wilI d o w  potentiaI use of orthographie 
images (aerial photographs), and digital photographs (JPEG mes) in the frrture 
development of the application. (Mandatory) 

Information Querymisplay Requirements 

The query folder of d o d o a d e d  incidents wilI contain the last six months 
of selected incidents. in an ASCII format. The Information TechxioIogy Section of 
the Victoria Police Department wilI provide programming to d o d o a d  the 
selected incidents, and their specinc details fiom the IBM A S  400 micro 
cornputer to a query resuIts folder residing on a PC semerp in an ASCII format. 
The information mes within the query resuIts foIder wiU be reficeshed once every 
12 hours. 

The solution wiIl d o w  users to query adected incident types, and view 
the results in graphid display and text in a bmwser format. nom the incident 
partîdars, whkh reside in the query r e d t s  foIder. 



The folIowing incident types will be downloaded as separate queries to the 
query results fdder, for access by the proposed solution. The solution will 
provide the user with the ability to conduct Queries on multiple incident types, 
providing display of the resuIts (multiple Iayers) on a sinde map. 

Auto Crimes: 

Auto crime incidents indude: The& of Auto, The& fiom Auto, Recovered 
Stolen Auto 

Query Requirements: 

Solution must support queries of single or combination of auto crime 
incident types. User is able to query by Date Range, Time Range, Vehicle Make, 
VehicIe Mode1 

Disp lay Requirements: 

Solution will display text fields in a browser format of each CAD entry 
resulting &om the initial query. Results will indude, but are not E t e d  to: 
Incident Type, Date, Time, Location, Vehide Make, Model, Year, Colour, 
Province/State, VIN#. 
- From suspect screen - Suspect Name, DOB/Age, Address 
- From Caller Question List - Occurrence Datesrrimes, Point of Entry, Property 

Taken, Rental VehicIeI Recovery Location (if outside Victoria) 

Persons Checked 1 Field Interview: (Mandatory-) 

Persons checkedhterviewed on the street by p o b  may be entered into a 
modde within the HTE system c d e d  the FieId Interview (FIS) Module. The 
soIution m u t  be capable of plotting FIS infi,rmation, as a layer capable of behg 
overIaid to any other incident type being examined by a user. For example, a 
user examining theft fiom vehide incidents fi have the abiIity to overlay the 
persons checked thmugh FIS for the same time and date range, to determine if 
there are any I i n .  between the two Iayers. 

Query Requirements: 

Solution d o w s  user to query by Date/Ti.me Ranges, Surname andlor First Name 
of Subject, 



Display Requirernents: 

Solution wïü display text Edds in a browser format of each FIS incident 
as plotted graphically the following fields: FIS Case #, DatelTime of Check, 
Location of Check, Reason for Check, Member Submitting Check, Subject Name, 
Subject Address, Date of BirthlAge, Race, Sex, Height, Weight, Hair Colour, 
Narrative Idormation fitom Check Card 

Propertv Crimes: (Mandatory) 

The H'IX records management system contains detaded property crime 
information regarding incidents of Break and Enter. To effectively anaiyze these 
incidents, investigators require the abrlity to identifv similarities betnreen 
incidents based upon specinc incident parameters over and above t h e  and date 
ranges. 

Query Requirements: 

SoIution will aIIow user to query by DatelTune Ranges, Remises Type@), 
Point of Entry, Method of Entry, Property Taken, and Suspect Actions 

Display Requirements: 

SoIution wilI display text fields in a browser format for each Break and 
Enter as plotted on the map. Fields wiII indude: Incident #, Location, 
Occurrence Dateprime Ranges, Premises Type, Point of Entry, Point of Kt, 
Method(s) of Entry, Suspect Actions, Property Taken, Suspect Descriptors, 
Suspect Vehide Descriptors, Additiond Narrative (255 Characters m a )  

Selected Incident Tv~es: (Manda tory) 

SpecSc incident types captured within the Computer Aided Dispatch 
System provide users with useful information toward investigation and resource 
alIocation. The fonowing incident c d  types have been identined for use within a 
mapping application. 

1 Theft License PIate 1 Shoplifting 1 Youth Gatherïng 1 Impaired Driver [ 

< 

Arson 
Found Bicyde 

ProwIer Robbery 1 Intoxicated Person TheR Bicycle i 

Assadt 
Indecent Act 

Sexud Assault; 
. Liquor Offence 

Mischief 

Dm- 
Noise ByIaw 

Panhandler Noisy Party Prostitution 



Query Requirements: 

Solution must support queries of sinde or combination of CAD incident 
types. User is able to query by Date Range, Time Range 

Display Requirements: 

Solution wilI display text fields in a browser format ofeach CAD entry 
resdting fkom the initial guery. Results will indude, but are not limited to: CAD 
C G ,  Incident Type, Date, The ,  Location, From suspect screen-Suspect Name 
DOB/Age, Descrip tors, Address 

Trafic Information: (Mandatoty) 

TrafEic information relating to accidents and enforcement resides in 
specific modules withui the idormation management system. The abiIity 
to map accidents, overlaid with enforcement information, can provide useful 
information for traffic officers. 

Traffic Enforcement (Citation Module): 

Query Requirements: 

Dat-e Ranges, Officer, Activity Type, Citation Type (offence) 

Display Requirements: 

Date, Time, Offence Location, OffencelCitation Type, Citation Number, Issuing 
Officer, Activiw me, VioIator Name, Address, Date of Birth, Driver License #, 
Province, Vehicle Information, Method Used (ticket type) 

Accident Information (Accident Module): 

Query Requirements: 

Date/rime Range, InjuryNon-Injury 

Display Requirements: 

Accident #, Reference Case #, M e n t  DatelTime. Location. Alcohol/Dnig, 
Injuries, Seatbelt Used, Ticket Typa (Offence) 



Training Reauirements: 

Vendor will provide training to seIected individu&, who will, in tum, provide 
training to the users of the proposed solution. 




